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1.0 INTRODUCfION 
Environmental surveys for the selection of new dredge spoil disposal sites 
undertaken in 1975-1977 in the offshore waters just sou th of Honolulu and Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii, led to the inadvertent collection of significant quantities of 
unexploded military ordnance. Several researchers and crew members were seriously 
injured by leaking, canisters of toxic liquids believed to be mustard gas and some 
1500 pounds of unexploded ordnance were recovered in bottom trawls. In the 
interest of determining if additional ordnance was present in the offshore waters, and 
the responsibility and possible need for cleanup action, an inventory of the sea floor 
was initiated using side-scan sonar and video photography of the two sites where 
unexploded ordnance had been recovered. 
1.1 Project Description 
Back&round. The nearshore ocean waters of the south shore of Oahu have 
long been used as disposal areas for dredge spoil and various types of wastes, both 
military and civilian. Prior to 1972, disposal of dredged material was apparently 
confined to the nearshore coastal waters out to the "Southern Limit of the Dumping 
Ground", a straight line connecting Barbers Point and Diamond Head and shown on 
the older, 1975, U.S.G.S. Chart number 19364. In more recent years, the depth of 
water for disposal has gradually been increased as technology has provided means 
for accessing deeper water and the disposal sites from previous generations have 
come within man's reach. 
The tradition of disposal of dredged materials in the relat;ively "nearshore" 
offshore waters, was likely a factor in the dumping of military ordnance in these 
areas too. Furthermore, it must be recognized that during World War II, the 
consideration of possible "environmental" repercussions associated with disposal of 
military ordnance was not a priority. 
Since 1972, the United States Army Corps of Engineers Pacific Ocean 
Division (POD) has maintained various dredge spoil disposal sites within the general 
area of Mamala Bay, Oahu, some 3 to 6 miles south of the Honolulu International 
Airport. New dump sites were proposed in'1975 in the vicinity of the other sites. 
Research studies of these proposed new sites were undertaken to determine the 
environmental characteristics of the sites and to evaluate whether the disposal of 
dredged material would have a significant effect on the physical, chemical, or 
biological characteristics of the sites. It was during these studies that some 1500 
pounds of military ordnance were inadvertently recovered in several of the dredge 
hauls. Canisters of toxic liquids, believed to be mustard gas, ruptured on retrieval 
and caused serious injuries to members of the scientific team and ship's crew. The 
presence of military ordnance suggested that these two sites may qualify as Formerly 
Used Defense Sites (FUDS) under the Defense Environmental Restoration Program 
(DERP). 
The University of Hawaii Environmental Center was contracted by POD to 
conduct site investigations using remote scanning equipment and to compile an 
inventory of information available on the two sites where this ordnance was reported. 
The investigation includes the preparation of a description of each site's existing 
environment, interviews with persons knowledgeable about the military munitions 
disposal activities, re~arch of real estate records as to ownership and their use of 
the sites, and a discussion of the feasibility of environmental restoration, if required. 
The primary goal of the project was to determine whether any ordnance or explosive 
waste materials generated by the Department of Defense require any cleanup action. 
1.2 Site Description 
Study Site. The study area was located in the offshore waters some 3 miles 
south of the Honolulu International Airport Reef Runway and Pearl Harbor Naval 
Base, Oahu, Hawaii (fig. 1). The designated study site, 3 (H09HI0466) was a circle 
of 1000 yard radius centered at 210 14.8' N by 15'P 55.84' W. (fig. 2). The water 
depth ranges from 440 meters at the northern limit of Site 3 to 475 meters at the 
southern limit. 
Two dredged material disposal sites are currently located in the vicinity of Site 
3 (fig. 2), the South Oahu and Honolulu Harbor sites. In addition, an arch-shaped 
area closer to the mouth of Pearl Harbor was used for disposal for a brief time in 
1977 as part of a study of the environmental effects of dredge spoil disposal (Chave 
and Miller, 1978). Some 700,000 cubic yards of spoil were disposed in the south 
eastern corner of that study site. 
These sites have been used since 1977 as disposal sites for dredge spoil mainly 
originating from Pearl Harbor and Honolulu Harbor. According to records provided 
by the Operations Division of the Army Corps of Engineers, approximately 4 million 
cubic yards were dumped at the South Oahu site and 4.1 million cubic yards at the 
Honolulu Harbor site since 1976. Ocean dumping permits were not required until 
1976 so records prior to that year are questionable. However, we did find a 
reference to some 4.2 million cubic yards of dredged material being dumped between 
1959-1976 one nautical mile due south of buoy number 1 marking the Pearl Harbor 
entrance channel (Chave and Miller, 1978). Regardless of the absolute accuracy of 
the specific locations of disposal, it is apparent that large quantities of dredged 
materials have been disposed over the past 50 or more years in the waters just 
offshore of Honolulu and Pearl Harbors. This use of the offshore environment is 
important in considering remedial actions, if any, for explosive wastes that may be 
present in this area. 
Physical Oceanolraphic Conditions. The tides in the study area are classified 
as mixed diurnal/semi-diurnal and are characterized by approximately 2 tidal cycles 
per day, with one high tide typically higher than the other. The currents generated 
by the tides are believed to be supplemented by internal waves at the thermocline. 
Maximum currents of 0.8 knots have been measured at the bottom (356m) near the 
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Figure 2. Location of FUDS Study Site 3 (H09HI0466) and its 
relation to FUDS Site 3A (H09HI0467) and dredge spoil disposal 
sites in Mamala Bay, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
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2.0 METHODS 
The inventory of the site involved a review. of the historical literature, data, 
records, and files relative to the presence of explosive ordnance in the marine 
environment as well as a major effort to contact individuals and organizations with 
pertinent information. Field expeditions were then undertaken using state-of-the-art 
high resolution sid.e-scan sonar systems and a new, deep water, video camera system 
to provide the required documentation to confirm the presence and nature of the 
explosive ordnance in the coastal waters off Honolulu and Pearl Harbors. 
2.1 Hlstorlca) Background 
Literature Search. An extensive literature search for background material on 
the disposal of military ordnance was conducted to locate any references to the 
disposal of ordnance in Mamala Bay or off the southern coast of Oahu. This search 
included use of the University of Hawaii, Manoa, computer search facilities, 
examination of records in the Hawaiiana collection at U.H. Manoa, Hamilton and 
Sinclair Libraries, the State of Hawaii Public Library on Oahu, and perhaps most 
importantly the 1929 to 1984 bound indexes and the 1985-1994 computer indexes of 
the two Honolulu Newspapers, the Honolulu Star Bulletin and the Honolulu 
Advertiser. Our searches returned numerous articles regarding the discovery of 
ordnance in coastal waters and specific citations of unexploded ordnance that had 
been discovered in areas of Makua Beach, Ala Moana Beach Park, Waialua, and 
Rabbit Island. 
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratoty (HURL) Videos. The Hawaii 
Undersea Research Laboratory of the University of Hawaii maintains and operates 
two submersibles that have in the past been used near the Mamala Bay disposal sites. 
The Makali'i was used from 1981 through 1986 and made 13 dives as part of a 
dredge spoil study project. Six dives were made with the Pisces Vof which one was 
made in approximately 1000 feet of water north of the study area in 1992. 
Voice transcripts and transcribed video logs from all dives in the general 
vicinity of the study site were reviewed for reference to ordnance. Videos of the 
dives where ordnance were sighted were viewed and still images were made of all 
ordnance identified. The sound tracks of the video tapes made by the submersible 
crew frequently discussed seeing ordnance that was not necessarily filmed by their 
cameras. Hence, examples of references to ordnance in the voice transcripts are 
submitted with the still images as additional data. 
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2.2 Field Work 
Research Vessels. The University of Hawaii Marine Center's RN Kila was 
the primary vessel for all research cruises during this contract. The RN Kila is a 
105 foot, diesel powered vessel. The size of the ship's crew ranged from 3 to 6 with 
a 5 to 10 person scientific party. Additional ship time was made available at no 
charge, aboard the University research ship Moana Wave, courtesy of Dr. Roy 
Wilkens, during preliminary test runs of his video camera system. 
A navigation program titled Maptech was available for the sonar cruises to 
assist in navigating, since following particular tracklines was essential to the 
subsequent data analyses and development of computer generated mosaics of the 
bottom. 
The initial field research plan called for complete side-scan sonar surveys of 
the study site so as to locate suspected ordnance that could then be photographed 
with the video system on a subsequent cruise. Because the sonar system provides a 
much broader beam width for each transect than is possible with the video camera, 
we expected to maximize the efficiency of the available ship time by using the sonar 
images to locate potential ordnance and use the video for confirmation and 
documentation. 
Side Sean Sonar. Site 3 was of sufficient size and depth that remote methods 
were required to inventory the site for possible ordnance. Topographical images of 
the ocean floor were acquired using an EG&G DF-1000 Digital Side Sean Sonar 
System. The system consisted of a DF-tOOO digital towfish, Kevlar reinforced co-
axial cable, depressor weight, digital control unit, and Sun computer data logging 
system. The system was provided and operated by Dr. Charles Morgan of the 
University of Hawaii's Marine Minerals Research Center. 
The towfish and depressor weight were deployed-and cable payed out until 
the towfish reached an altitude of approximately 40 meters above the bottom. The 
altitude was continuously monitored and adjusted to maintain proper position above 
the bottom. The towfish emits a sonar beam of 50° vertical width from each side of 
the unit. The area of coverage increases with altitude, but resolution decreases, 
hence every effort was made to keep the towfish as close to the bottom (i.e., 40 m) 
as safety for the equipment would permit. The frequency of the beam is user-
selectable as either tOO kHz or 400 kHz. The time and strength of the return signal 
signifies the distance from the unit and characteristics of the reflector: strong signals 
are emitted from rock or metal, weak signals correspond to poor reflectors, such as 
sand. Most of our sampling was done at the 400 kHz frequency to maximize the 
possibility of imaging small scale (ordnance sized) materials. 
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The towfish unit digitizes ~e data and sends it to the computer system, where 
it is displayed in real-time, waterfall format and continuously saved to the tape drive. 
The data from various passes through the study areas were subsequently processed 
and combined into mosaic form to show the features of the entire area. 
Fiber Optic Communication Undersea System (FOCUS). To inventory the 
individual pieces of ordnance in the study site it was necessary to obtain visual 
images of sufficient clarity and resolution to permit explosives ordnance specialists 
to accurately identify the types of ordnance discovered. To this end we used a new 
"Fiber Optic Communication Undersea System", FOCUS. FOCUS is a real-time 
deep-sea video system designed by Dr. Roy Wilkens and Mr. Patrick 10nke of the 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics of the University of Hawaii, Manoa. The system 
takes advantage of the unique characteristics of fiber optic telemetry that permits the 
use of a relatively small, lightweight cable and wide bandwidth attributable to fiber 
optics. This allows the system to be used at great depths without compromising the 
quality of the return signal. The system has been funded by the National Science 
Foundation and the University since 1989. 
Power is provided by the support vessel and passed through the copper 
conductor portion of the fiber optic cable to the camera vehicle. The video signal 
from the camera is transported up the cable to a Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) 
that records the real-time image. Two 500 Watt incandescent lights illuminate the 
field of view. 
The system is capable of viewing the sea floor from an altitude of 
approximately 10 m, but in practice, the camera vehicle is typically flown at an 
altitude of 1 to 5 m. The system is rugged enough to survive occasional collisions 
with the bottom without sustaining damage, but bottom entanglement is always a 
risk. Early in the camera inventory work a series of unfortunate actions occurred 
that included an apparent electronic problem that led to reduced picture quality 
which in turn led to bottom impact, cable failure, and the loss of the camera. 
A replacement system was constructed and used for the final photographic 




3.1 Historical Background 
Literature Search. An intensive effort was undertaken to locate old records, 
journals, reports, and newspaper articles relating to ordnance disposal in the marine 
environment off of Honolulu and Pearl Harbors. A complete listing of the libraries, 
documents, and subject titles searched as well as a summary of the findings of this 
effort is presented in the DERP-FUDS Inventory Project Report: Sources of 
Information. With the exception of newspaper articles, very little definitive 
information was obtained from most of these sources. Newspaper articles were 
somewhat more specific and provided numerous accounts of incidents of ordnance 
discovery in nearshore waters. Specific information on the ocean disposal of 
ordnance or use of the site by the military was unavailable. 
Interviews. Interviews were held with various individuals and military 
commands in an attempt to uncover historical evidence of ordnance disposal in 
Mamala Bay. Individuals or specific military commands to interview were selected 
on the basis of referrals from a superior command to the applicable subordinate 
command, or by personal knowledge of individuals and the Hawaii naval force 
structure by the research team. 
Historical research proved to be frustrated by a lack of data, probably caused 
by the long time span (-50 years) involved. It was found that newspapers provided 
useful accounts of ordnance discoveries by the public, or of major incidents, but little 
record of ordnance inventories seemed to be available. The nature of "disposal" may 
have contributed to the paucity of information since objects "disposed" may not have 
been deemed worthy of record keeping. A listing of the references examined and 
interviews completed is provide4 in the DERP-FUDS Inventory Project Report: 
Sources of Information. 
3.2 Fleld Work 
Side Scan Sonar. Side scan sonar cruises were made aboard the University 
of Hawaii's RN Kila on November 16,1994, and January 24, 1995. Cruise tracks are 
shown in Figure 3. The data were analyzed by the Marine Minerals Technology 
Center and output into a mosaic format showing the entire study area (Appendix A 
of the DERP Report). The mosaic suggests that the northern portion of Site 3 is 
characterized by large, irregular reflectors, but the resolution of the side scan sonar 
instrument was insufficient to characterize the bottom sediments or to identify any 
small scale reflectors as would be expected for ordnance. 
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Fiber Optic Communication Undersea System (FOCUS). FOCUS cruises 
aboard the University of Hawaii's RN Moana Wave and RN Kila have provided 
some 12.75 miles of video coverage in the general vicinity of the study site (figs. 4, 
5, and 6). Unfortunately, due to a series of equipment failures, and/or rough seas 
and strong current conditions, the intended systematic transect cruises with the 
FOCUS system through the central portions of the study site were only marginally 
successful. Each set of cruises began with general testing of the system in shallow 
water to assure proper instrument functions and to ascertain current drift. 
Subsequent deployment was in the vicinity of the specific study site, however, off-
course drift frequently became a significant problem due to wind, sea, and current 
conditions in Mamala Bay. 
On the more positive side, a total of 24 definite ordnance items in the 
immediate vicinity of the designated study site were identified by Donaldson 
Enterprises, Inc. (Table 1 and fig. 7; Appendix B of the DERP Report). It was 
apparent that considerable material is present north of Site 3. The side-scan sonar 
data showed.many strong returns in that area and the region was surveyed with the 
video camera in an attempt to provide "ground truth" for the side-scan sonar data. 
However, the only "objectsll found in the video footage were precipitous coral blocks 
or basaltic flows with vertical relief of at least 30 meters in some cases. There was 
no indication of man made objects providing the hard return signals recorded by the 
side-scan system and all objects that could have produced the returns recorded 
appeared to be only natural features of irregular, bottom relief. 
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratoty (HURL) Videos and Transcripts. 
Dive logs, voice transcripts, and video logs from 13 Makali'j dives and 6 Pisces V 
dives were examined. Two of the dives (Makalti 82-87 and Pisces V P5-200) 
provided 9 hours of video including many ordnance observations. Still images from 
the video and voice transcripts are included in Appendix B of the DERP Report. 
Donaldson Enterprises, Inc., provided identification of the ordnance. 
Donaldson Enterprises Incorporated Descriptions. A list and video images 
of the 24 individual ordnance items identified in either the videos taken with the 
FOCUS system or on the HURL dives are shown in Table 1; and in Appendix B 
(Plates 1-24) of the DERP Report. 
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Figure 7. Location of ordnance and explosive wastes as recorded on 
videotape. Numbers correspond to ordnance identifications listed in 




FUoS/FOCUS Video/Ordnance Locations 
Site 3 
Item No. Description Longitude Latitude 
-(157 deg) (21 deg) 
1 Depth Charge, Torpex. 58 18 
2 Naval Projectile. 8" to 16". 58 16 
3 ProJectile, Possible 4Omm. 58 16 
4 Depth Charge, Amato! Filler. 58 16 
5 Projectile, 8" to 18", explosiVe "0" Filler. 58 16 
6 Naval ArUllery Shell 8" to 18", Explosive "0" Filler. 58 16 
7 Naval ArUllery Shell 3" to 18", Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
8 Naval ArUllery Shell, Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
9 Naval ArUllery Shell, explosiVe "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
10 MK 50 Mach TIme Fuse, Black Powder Filler. 54.7 16.4 
11 Depth Charge, Torpex. 54.7 16.4 
12 Mine. 54.7 16.4 
13 ProJectile, 8" to 18". 54.7 16.4 
14 Naval ArUliery Shell 8" to 18", Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
15 MK 50 Mach TIme Fuse, Black Powder Filler. 54.7 16.4 
16 Projectile Shape w/oel)OSits of Residue in General Area. 56.34 15.51 
17 Projectile. 56.02 15.43 
18 Cylinder with Fin Configuration. 55.91 14.99 
19 Flat Circular Plate or Base of Projectile. 55.43 15.37 
20 Projectile. 55.14 16.05 
21 Bomb (1~250 lb.). Configuration Suggests Chemical. 56.33 16.09 
22 Small Arms Ammunition. 54.66 16.03 
23 3" Cartridge Case and Round. 54.66 15.21 
24 ProJectile. Possibly 8", 54.64 15.25 
Table 1. Location and description of ordnance video taped during 





























The original intent of the work plan was to identify possible ordnance using 
high resolution side-scan sonar with subsequent video mapping to provide ground 
truth. The side-scan sonar data proved to be fruitless. Resolution, even after 
extensive efforts at computer image processing and enhancement, was insufficient to 
detect ordnance sized objects. On the more positive side, the video camera work, 
despite many small but operationally important delays and problems, provided 
excellent visual documentation of explosive wastes on the sea floor over a much 
wider area than had previously been suspected. 
Given the knowledge that explosive wastes do occur in this deep water area, 
we must consider what further action, if any, should be taken. In our early 
discussions, we had initially thought that if explosive wastes were found in the study 
site, one remediation action that could be considered was burial with dredge spoil. 
Since the existing dredge spoil disposal sites are very close, we had thought that a 
modest relocation of the Honolulu and South Oahu disposal sites might be feasible. 
However, the video images clearly show that a substantial number of explosive 
materials are remaining at the surface, even in areas where millions of cubic yards 
of dredged spoil have been dumped in the past. Hence, we have concluded that 
bottom currents or even biological perturbation of the sediments are sufficient to 
keep at least a fair percentage of the bulky materials, rocks, munitions, bombs, etc. 
swept clean, perhaps in the same manner that manganese nodules are found lying 
on top of finer deposits on the sea floor. 
Because we are unsure of the areal extent of the explosive ordnance as of this 
time, we are unable to make a definite recommendation as to remedial action. We 
recommend that additional systematic video transects be undertaken, with emphasis 
on the areas between 50 and 350 meters directly south of Pearl and Honolulu 
Harbors, to verify and map the extent of the ordnance. Following this mapping, we 
suggest that alternative remediation measures be examined, including the no-action 
alternative, to arrive at an environmentally as well as economically supportable 
restoration or management recommendation. 
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SITE SURVEY SUMMARY SHEET 
FOR 
DERP - FUDS SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
SITE NAMES: This offshore site has been referred to as "Offshore Waters. 
Honolulu, Hawaii", the "region near the dredge spoil dump sites". or as "Corps of 
Engineers Site 3", due to a Corps of Engineers benthic survey conducted in19n 
(figures 1 and 2). 
LOCATION: The site is a circle with a 1000 yard radius and central points at 21° 
14.8' N. by 157' 55.84' W. The survey area extends approximately 3 to 4 miles 
south of the Honolulu Airport reef runway. Water depth varies from 440 to 475 
meters. 
SITE HISTORY: During a POD-sponsored benthic survey in 19n, research 
personnel recovered canisters of a liquid which caused severe chemical burns. In 
addition, research personnel recovered 1500 Ibs of military ordnance including a 
live 300 Ib depth charge. Individuals responsible for disposal are unknown but 
ordnance was all of military origin and responsibility. 
There are published newspaper accounts of bazooka rockets and other ordnance 
washing ashore at Ala Moana Beach Park, approximately 4 miles from the 
surveyed area. 
SITE SURVEYS: Side-scan sonar and videocamera surveys were conducted from 
two University of Hawaii research vessels: two trips on the RN Moana Wave on 
Sep 28, 1994 and Oct 4, 1994 and nine trips on the AN Klla on Nov 16, 1994; 
Jan 24, 1995; Feb 8, 1995; Mar 3. 1995; Aug 15, 1995; Aug 24. 1995; Sep 7, 
1995; Dec 12,1995; and Dec 13,1995. Scientific personnel participating in the 
field work included: Jacquelin N. Miller, Hans-Jurgen Krock, Charles Morgan, Roy 
Wilkens, Pat Jonke, David Smith, and Patrick Grandelli from the University of 
Hawaii and Helene Takemoto, Allen Chin, and Charles Streck, Jr. from the POD. 
1 . Hi-8 videotape of the seabed identified 24 possible ordnance hazards. 
2. High-resolution sidescan sonar gave preliminary evidence that the sonar 
records would be effective at detecting ordnance-sized manmade objects. 
Subsequent analysis proved this to be wrong. The resolution was 
insufficient to detect ordnance-sized objects. We were able to detect 
significant topographic features that were later confirmed with the video 
footage. 
CATEGORY OF HAZARD: OEW. 
SITE SURVEY SUMMARY SHEET 
FOR 
DERP - FUDS SITE SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
(continuation) 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: There is one potential project at the surveyed site. 
Further ordnance (OEW) may be distributed in other regions towards shore. 
1. OEW. Canisters of chemical weapons and explosive waste were recovered 
from these sites in the course of environmental surveys undertaken on 
behalf of the COE in 19n. The present investigations have confirmed the 
locations of additional OEW and have demonstrated that the affected area 
is much larger than previously believed. Furthermore, it appears that the 
OEW extends into considerably shallower water and closer to shore than 
originally predicted. For these reasons, additional inventory work 
shoreward of the current surveys would be required to assess the extent of 
contamination and thus the potential hazards to that area. 
AVAILABLE STUDIES AND REPORTS: Environmental Surveys of DeeP Ocean 
Dredged Spoil Disposal Sites in Hawaii. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Honolulu, Hawaii, by Neighbor Island Consultants, Contract No. 
DACW84-76-0032, June 19n. 
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Figure 2. Location of FUDS Study Site 3 (H09HI0466) and its 
relation to FUDS Site 3A (H09HI0467) and dredge spoil disposal 
. sites in Mamala Bay, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
21° 20t N 
OEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 
FOR 
. FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITES 
FINDINGS AND DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
SITE 3 - NO. H09HI0466 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Site 3 contains approximately 650 acres. Ordnance has been observed 
over an area at least twice that size. The site lies offshore of Honolulu, 
Hawaii in State waters. No lease, easement, permit, or other leg81 
document granting use of the waters to the military for dispos81 of 
ordnance has been issued. 
2. The site is know as Honolulu Site 3. The persons responsible for 
dumping the ordnance are unknown. The ordnance is 811 of military 
(000) origin and is scattered over the entire area of Site 3 and beyond 
an unknown distance. The present study has produced high resolution 
videotape documentation of 24 separate items that have been identified 
as various types of military ordnance. 
3. The site is the property of the State of Hawaii. It was never declared 
excess or transfered to the military. Since there are no deeds or 
transfer papers for use of the site by the military, there are no 
restrictions, recapture clauses, restoration provisions, maintenace 
clauses or any termination agreements. There have been no intervening 
owners that could have c9ntributed to the military waste. The known 
locations of the OEW are between 2.25 and 6 miles off the southern 
shore of the island of Oahu, Hawaii in water depths ranging from 250 to 
530 meters. Neither the seaward extent nor shoreward boundaries of 
the military wastes have been confirmed. 
DETERMINATION 
Based on the foregoing findings of fact, the site has been determined to 
be formerly used by the Department of Defense. It is therefore eligible 
for the Defense Environment81 Restoration Program - Formerly Used 
Defense Sites established under 10 USC 2701 et seq. 
Date ROBIN R. CABABA 
Colonel, EN 
Acting Commander 
PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET 
FOR 
DERP • FUDS OEW PROJECT 
SITE 3 NO. H09HI046601 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The initial site was designated on the basis of 
documentation of OEWs inadvertently recovered by researchers conducting 
surveys of the benthic environment in 1977. At that time, serious injuries were 
sustained by several researchers and crew members when canisters of 
chemical ordnance were unavoidably collected in their bottom trawl nets and 
unknowingly brought on board the ship. In addition to the chemical wastes, 
some 1500 Ibs. of ordnance was also collected in 1977, including a 300 lb. 
depth charge. Our recent studies have documented, through high resolution 
videotapes, numerous examples of additional OEW both in the study site as 
well as in the surrounding areas. 
PROJECT ELIGIBILITY: Given the nature of the materials recovered and 
videotaped, it seems readily apparent that the OEW reflects military use and 
contamination of state lands and waters. 
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: The historical records of at sea disposal of 
explosives and ordnance, and both recent and past video footage of OEW 
suggests that the extent of contamination by OEW is much greater than 
originally assumed. Given the documentation of the ordnance, particularly 
those pieces found north of the designated study site 3, it would seem both 
prudent and necessary for the government to extend the inventory to include 
the waters between the 50 meter and 300 meter range just seaward of Pearl 
and Honolulu Harbors. 
PROPOSED ACTIVITIES: Proposed activities include the continuation of the 
present video surveys to inventory ordnance in the coastal waters from 50 to 
300 meters depth immediately north of Site 3 and just seaward of Pearl and 
Honolulu Harbors. 
RAe: Attached herewith. 
PA POC: Helene Takemoto, CEPOD·ET·ES, (808) 438·6931. 
RISK ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES FOR 
ORDNANCE AND EXPLOSIVE WASTE (OEW) SITES 
Site Name: 
Site Location: 






Offshore Waters Honolulu, Hawaii 
Mamala Bay, Oahu, HI 
Site 3 No. H09HI0466 
February 28, 1996 
Jacquelin N. Miller 
(808) 958-7361 
Environmental Center, Unlveralty of Hawaii 
4 
OEW RISK ASSESSMENT: 
This risk assessment procedure was developed in accordance with MIL-
STD-882C and AR385-10. The RAC score will be used by CEHND to prioritize 
the remedial action at Formerly Used Defense Sites. The OEW risk 
assessment should be based upon best available information resulting 'from 
records searches, reports of Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) detachment 
actions, and field observations, interviews and measurements. This 
information is used to assess the risk involved based upon the potential OEW 
hazards identified at the site. The risk assessment is composed of two factors, 
hazard severity and hazard probability. Personnel involved in visits to 
potential OEW sites should view the CEHND videotape entitled' UA Ufe 
Threatening Encounter: OEW. II 
Part I. Hazard Severitv. Hazard severity categories are defined to provide a 
qualitative measure of the worst credible mishap resulting from personnel 
exposure to various types and quantities of unexploded ordnance items. 
A. 
TYPE OF ORDNANCE 
(Circle all values that apply) 
Conventional Ordnance and Ammunition 
Medium /Iarge Caliber (20 mm and larger) 
Bombs, Explosive 
Grenades, Hand and Rifle, Explosive 
Landmines, Explosive 
Rockets, Guided Missiles, Explosive 
Detonators, Blasting Caps, 
Fuzes, Boosters, Bursters 
Bombs, Practice (w/spotting charges) 
Grenades, Practice (w/spotting charges) 
Landmines, Practice (w/spotting charges) 
Small Arms (.22 cal •. 50 cal) 
Conventional Ordnance and Ammunition 












What evidence do you have regarding conventional OEW? 
Documented recovery of depth charges and canisters believed to 
contain mustard gas during environmental survevs conducted in 1977. 
Records of visual observations of bombs. rockets. depth charges. etc. 
from videotapes acguired in 1994. 1995. 
RAC Worksheet 
1 
B. Pyrotechnics (For munitic?ns not described above) 
Munition (Container) Containing 
White Phosphorus (WP) or other Pyrophoric MateriaJ 
(i.e., Spontaneously Flammable) 
Munition Containing A Flame or Incendiary MateriaJ 
(i.e., NapaJm, TriethylaJuminum Meta! Incendiaries) 
Flare, SignaJs, Simulators, Screening Smokes 
(other than WP) 
Pyrotechnics VaJue (Select the largest single vaJue) 




Documented recovery of depth charges and canisters believed to 
contain mustard gas during environmental survevs conducted in 1977. 
Records of yisuaJ observations of bombs, rockets. depth charges. etc. 
from videotapes acquired in 1994. 1995. 
C. Bulk High Explosives (Not an integraJ part of conventionaJ ordnance; 
uncontainerized.) 
Primary or Initiating Explosives 
(Lead Styphnate, Lead Azide, Nitroglycerin, 
Mercury Azide, Mercury Fulminate, Tetracene, etc.) 
Demolition Charges 
Secondary Explosives 
(PETN, CompOSitions A, B, C, Tetryl, TNT, 
RDX, HMX, HBX, Black Powder, etc.) 
Military Dynamite 
Less Sensitive Explosives 
(Ammonium Nitrate, Explosive 0, etc.) 
High Explosives (Select the largest single vaJue) 










D. Bulk Propellants (Not an integral part of rockets, guided missiles, or 
other convent!onal ordnance; uncontainerized) 
Solid or Uquid Propellants 
Propellants (Select the largest single value) 
What evidence do you have regarding bulk propellants? 
None. 
E. Chemical Warfare Material and Radiological Weapons 
Toxic Chemical Agents 
(Choking, Nerve, Blood, Blister) 
War Gas Identification Sets 
Radiological 
Riot Control Agents 
(Vomiting, Tear) 
Chemical and Radiological 








What evidence do you have regarding chemic81/radiological OEW? 
Documented recoverv of depth charges and canisters believed to 
contain mustard gas during environmental surveys conducted in 1976-
77. Records of visual observations of bombs. rockets. depth charges. 
etc. from videotaces acquired in 1994, 1995. 
=========================================== 
TOTAL HAZARD SEVERITY VALUE 39 
(Sum of Largest Values for A through E -- Maximum of 61) 




· TABLE 1 
HAZARD SEVERITY* 
Category Hazard Severity Value 









21 and greater 
10 to 20 
5 to 9 
1 to 4 
o 
-----------------------------------..-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Apply Hazard Severity Category to Table 3. 
** If Hazard Severity Value is 0, you do not need to complete Part II. Proceed 
to Part III and use a RAC score of 5 to determine your appropriate action. 
RAC Worksheet 
4 
Part II. Hazard Probability. The probability that a hazard has been or will be 
created due to the presence and other rated factors of unexploded ordnance 
or explosive materials on a formerly used DOD site. 
AREA, EXTENT, ACCESSIBILITY OF OEW HAZARD 
(Circle all values that apply) 
A. Locations of OEW hazards 
On the surface 
Within Tanks, Pipes, Vessels 
or Other Confined Locations 
Inside Walls, Ceilings, or Other 






Location (Select the largest single value) 
What evidence do you have regarding location of OEW? Documented 
recovery of depth charges and canisters believed to contain mustard 
gas during environmental surveys conducted in 1976-77. Records of 
visual observations of bombs. rockets. depth charges. etc. from 
videotapes acguired in 1994. 1995. 
RAC Worksheet 
5 
B. Distance to nearest inhabited locations or structures likely to be at risk 
from OEW hazard (roads, parks, playgrounds, or buildings). 
VALUE 
Less than 1250 feet 5 
1250 feet to 0.5 miles 4 
0.5 miles to 1.0 miles 3 
1.0 miles to 2.0 miles 2 
Over 2 miles 
Distance (Select the largest single value) ...1 
What are the nearest inhabited structures? 
Coastal dwellings. hotels. piers, wharfs, etc. approximately 2.5-5 miles 
north of the area 
C. Numbers of buildings within a 2-mile radius measured from the OEW 
hazard area, not the installation boundary. 
VALUE 
26 and over 5 
16 to 25 4 
11 to 15 3 
6 to 10 2 
1 to 5 1 
o ® 
Number of Buildings (Select the single largest value) ~ 
Narrative. No buildings within 2-mile radius from the oew hazard area. 
RAC Worksheet 
6 
D. Types of Buildings (within a 2-mlle radius) 
VALUE 
Educational, Child Care, Residential, Hospitals, 5 
Hotels, Commercial, Shopping Centers 
Industrial, Warehouse, etc. 4 
Agricultural, Forestry, etc. 3 
Detention, Correctional 2 
No Buildings 0 
Types of Buildings (Select the single largest value) 
Describe types of buildings in the area. 
None within 2 mile radius. 
E. Accessibility to site refers to access by humans to ordnance and 
explosive wastes. Use the following guidance: 
BARRIER 
No barrier or security system 
Barrier is incomplete (e.g., in disrepair or does-not 
. completety surround the site). Barrier is intended to 
deny egress from the site, as for a barbed wire fence 
for grazing. 
A barrier, (any kind of a fence in good repair), but no 
separate means to control entry. Barrier is intended 
to deny access to the site. 










A 24-hr surveillance system (e.g. 
television monitoring or surveillance 
by guards or facility personnel) which 
continuously monitors and controls entry 
onto the facility; or 
An artificial or natural barrier (e.g., 
a fence combined with a cliff), which 
completely surrounds the facility; and 
a means to control entry, at all times, 
through the gates or other entrances to 
the facility (e.g., an attendant, television 
monitors, locked entrances, or controlled 
roadway access to the faCility). 
Accessibility (Select the single largest value) 
o 
Describe the site accessibility. Located on the sea floor at depths of 
450-530 meters. 
F. Site Dynamics - This deals with the site conditions that are subject to 
change in the future, but may be stable at the present. Examples would 
be excessive soil erosion by beaches or streams, increasing land 
development that could reduce distances from the site to inhabited 
are~ or otherwise increase accessibility. 
Expected 
None AntiCipated 
Site Dynamics (Select the largest Single value) 
Describe the site dynamics. None. 
TOTAL HAZARD PROBABIUTY VALUE 






















Hazard Probability Value 
27 or greater 
21 to 26 
15 to 20 
8 to 14 
less than 8 
*Apply Hazard Probability Level to Table 3. 
RAC Worksheet 
9 
Part III. Risk Assessment. The risk assessment value for this site is 
determined using the following Table 3. Enter with the results of the hazard 
probability and hazard severity values. 
TABLE 3 
Probability FREQUENT PROBABLE OCCASIONAL REMOTE IMPROBABLE 
Level A C D E 
Severity Category: 
CATASTROPInC I 1 1 2 3 (3) 
CRITICAL II 1 2 345 
MARGINAL III 2 3 445 
NEGLIGIBLE IV 3 4 455 
RISK ASSESSMENf CODE (RAC) 
RAC 1 Imminent Hazard -- Expedite INPR -- Immediately call CEHND-ED-SY commercial 
205-955-4968 or DSN 645-4968. 
RAC 2 High priority on completion of INPR -- Recommend further action by CEHND. 
RAC 3 Complete INPR -- Recommend further action by CEHND. 
RAC 4 Complete INPR -- Recommend further action by CEHND. 




Part IV. Narrative. Summarize the documented evidence that supports this 
risk assessment. If no documented evidence was available, explain all the 
assumptions that you made. 
Evidence of the presence of unexploded ordnance in the offshore waters of 
Honolulu and Pearl Harbors was originally documented in a Corps of 
Engineers Environmental Assessment study undertaken in 1976-1978. Several 
people were seriously injured (burned) by a yellow liquid leaking from canisters 
recovered in a bottom trawl. The military made a tentative identification at that 
time that the canisters contained mustard gas. In addition to the canisters, 
some 1500 pounds of shells and depth charges were also recovered in a 
subsequent trawl. Most recently, we have obtained confirmatory video footage 
of 24 pieces of ordnance in the same general area as the materials recovered 
in the environmental surveys. The ordnance that has been detected during 
this inventory has been in water depths of 250-530 meters. At these depths 
the danger to humans or structures is exceedingly remote. However, since the 
videos indicate that many of the ordnance objects (if not all) remain at the 
surface of the seafloor, despite the many years of dumping of dredged 
material in the general area, it seems quite likely that If ordnance does occur in 
shallower, nearshore waters that it has not been buried and thus may present 




DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 
FOR 
FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITES 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
DERP - FUDS OEW PROJECT 
SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
The attendant DO Form 1391 contains a cost estimate to remediate the Offshore 
Waters, Honolulu Site 3 located in Mamala Bay, Southern Oahu pursuant to RAC 
4 requirements. 
REMEDIAL DESIGN 
1. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE. Environmental compliance includes the 
preparation of permits that may be required for operations in the coastal water of 
the State of Hawaii. These permits may include, Fish and Wildlife and other 
federal, state, or local environmental quality control requirements including 
Section 7 threatened/endangered species consultation, and NEPA documents. 
Cost Breakdown: 




2. ENGINEERING AND DESIGN. Work plans, site safety and health plans, and 
other plans as required by the proponent. 
Cost Breakdown: 





1. MOBILIZATION AND PREPARATORY WORK Mobilization of equipment and 
facilities. 
Cost Breakdown: 





DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 
FOR 
FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITES 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
DERP - FUDS OEW PROJECT 
SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
(continuation) 
2. SURVEY, DISCOVERY, INVENTORY, DEMOUTION AND REMOVAL The cost 
estimate for the ordnance survey and removal assumes that the ordnance is 
present throughout Site 3. However, our surveys indicate that it likely extends to 
twice that area, or a total of about 1300 acres. Given the depth of the location of 
the ordnance and its age and condition, there appears to be no safe way to 
remove the ordnance from the bottom and move it to the surface for transport to 
a disposal site. The deteriorating condition of the munitions and the pressures 
involved would make transport to the surface unacceptably hazardous. 
Demolition on site would be possible using remotely operated vehicles (ROV's) 
to plant appropriate sized demolition charges. Based on the inventory work to 
date, we can estimate the density of the ordnance at 1 per acre hence 
approximately 650 ordnance items can be expected to occur in Site 3. The 
OEW clearance effort is based on a team of 20. This would include a video 
survey team, ROV specialists and technicians, GPS position specialists, and 
OEW support specialists. Discovered ordnance would be inventoried on video 
tape, marked using differential GPS positioning systems, tagged with an acoustic 
transponder, and detonated in place by demolition charges planted by the ROV. 
Quality assurance and quality control would be assured by follow-up video 
images of the detonation site. 
Cost estimates are based on removal of 650 ordnance items in site 3, (density of 
1/acre) and assuming demolition of 2 items per day. 
Cost Breakdown (Site 3 only): 
Ship time @ BOOO/day * 325 days 
Survey Team (20) @ 12,ooo/day * 325 days 







Note: Ordnance has been observed over an area at least twice the size of site 3, 
or approximately 1300 acres. Cost figures shown reflect cost/650 acres only. 
COST ESTIMATE 
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 
FOR 
FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITES 
OFFSHORE WATERS', HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
DERP - FUDS O'eN PROJECT 
SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
(continuation) 
3. DISPOSAL Disposal is not feasible without transport to the surface. This, in 
turn, is not feasible due to the condition of the ordnance and pressure 
differences that the munitions would be subjected to in the moving process. 
4. DEMOBILIZATION. 
Cost Breakdown: 
Demobilization of Equipment and Return Shipping 20.000 
Total 20,000 
5. CONTINGENCY (10% of total remedial cost) 934,000 
6. EDC 75,000 
1. COMPONENT 
ARMY FY 19 __ MllITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 
3. INSTALLATION AND LOCATION 
Offshore Waters of Honolulu, Hawaii 
4. PROJECT TITLE 
Site No.3 
2. DATE 
28 Feb 1996 
5. PROGRAM ELEMENT 
DERP-FUDS 
6. CATEGORY CODE 
OEW 
7. PROJECT NUMBER 
H09HI0466 
8. PROJECT COST ($000) 
$9,505.90 
9. COST ESTIMATES 
ITEM 
REMEDIAL DESIGN 
1. Environmental Compliance Permit Requirements 



















Perform surface and limited subsurface survey and clearance of OrEW. 
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(WHEN DATA IS ENI'ERED) 
Sonar: 
FIELD SURVEYS 
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 
FOR 
FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITES 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
DERP - FUDS SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
FEBRUARY 28, 1996 
An EG&G OF 1000 sidescan sonar was used to detect high acoustic 
reflectivity surface objects over the entire area of site 3, as well as some 
coverage of the area just south of the site (fig. 3). Une spacing was 300m. 
The sonar uses two each 100khz and 400khz beams, and reportedly provides 
across-track resolution of <.1 m, and along-track resolution < O.Sm. Nominal 
resolution was thus expected to be (.Sm)2. In practice, this resolution was not 
achieved. 
Data collection was observed real-time and was processed into 
.Sm/pixel gray scale mosaics presenting an aerial view of the survey area 
(Appendix B). Numerous large (> 10m) objects were detected. Small 
individual objects appeared singly and in groups distributed throughout the 
survey area but were of insufficient resolution to be useful in the identification 
of ordnance. The large objects were clustered in the northern region of Site 3. 
The large irregular features recorded on the side scan images in the 
northern area of Site 3 proved to be massive coral or basaltic outcrops with 30 
meter or more vertical walls and generally rugged, irregular, terrain. 
Video: 
Approximately 12.7S miles of video footage was obtained using a Hi-8 
format fiber optic videocamera with a pressure-capable housing suspended 
from a fiber optic cable approximately 2-S meters above the seabed. Two 
halogen lights on booms provided the illumination. The camera's field of view 
encompasses from one to four meters depending on its height (altitude) above 
the sea floor. Figures 4, S, and 6 illustrates the paths of seabed video taped 
and analyzed by University of Hawaii researchers and DEI consultants. Many 
objects were identified ranging from beer bottles to large electric motors. 
Video footage taken by the Hawaii Undersea Laboratory (HURL) 
provided additional documentation of the presence of unexploded ordnance. 
Twenty four ordnance hazards were identified and are listed in Table 1, and 
their locations are shown on Figure 7 (Appendix B). 
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory Videos. The Hawaii Undersea 
Research Laboratory (HURL) of the University of Hawaii maintains and 
operates two submersibles that have in the past been used near the Mamala 
Bay dispos81 sites. The MakalN was used from 1981 through 1988 and made 
13 dives as part of a dredge spoil study project. Six dives were made with the 
Pisces V of which one was made in approximately 1000 feet of water north of 
the study area in 1992. 
Voice transcripts and transcribed video logs from 811 dives in the gener81 
vicinity of the study site were reviewed for reference to ordnance. Videos of 
the dives where ordnance were sighted were viewed and still images were 
made of aJl ordnance identified. The sound tracks of the video tapes made by 
the submersible crew frequently discussed seeing ordnance that was not 
necessarily filmed by their cameras. Hence, examples of references to 
ordnance in the voice transcripts are submitted with the still images as 
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Figure 4. Location of video transects made on 
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Figure 7. Location of ordnance and explosive wastes as recorded on 
videotape. Numbers correspond to ordnance identifications listed in 
Table 1 as provided by Donaldson Enterprises, Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal Specialists. 
FUOS/FOCUS VIdeo/Ordnance Locations 
Site 3 
Item No. Description Longitude Latitude 
(157 deg) (21 deg) 
1 Depth Charge, Torpex. 58 16 
2 I Naval Projectile, 8" to 16", i 58 16 
3 Projectile, Possible 40mm. 58 16 
4 Depth Charge, Amatol Filler. 58 16 
5 Projectile, 8" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. 58 16 
6 Naval Artillery Shell 8" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. 58 16 
7 Naval Artillery Shell 3" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
8 Naval Artillery Shell, Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
9 Naval Artillery Shell, Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
10 MK 50 Mech Time Fuse, Black Powder Filler. 54.7 16.4 
11 Depth Charge, Torpex. 54.7 16.4 
12 Mine. 54.7 16.4 
13 Projectile, 8" to 16". 54.7 16.4 
14 . Naval Artillery Shell 8" to 16", explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
15 MK 50 Mech Time Fuse, Black Powder Filler. 54.7 16.4 
16 Projectile Shape w/Deposits of Residue in General Area. 56.34 15.51 
17 Projectile. 56.02 15.43 
18 Cylinder with Fin Configuration. 55.91 14.99 
19 . Flat Circular Plate or Base of Projectile. 55.43 15.37 
20 Projectile. 55.14 16.05 
21 Bomb (100-250 lb.). Configuration Suggests Chemical. 56.33 16.09 
22 Small Arms Ammunition. 54.66 16.03 
23 3" Cartridge Case and Round. 54.66 15.21 
24 Projectile, Possibly 8". 54.64 15.25 
Table 1. Location and description of ordnance video taped during 





























SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 
FOR 
DISCUSSION 
FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITES 
OFFSHORE WATERS, HONOLULU, HAWAII 
MAMALA BAY, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII 
SITE 3 NO. H09HI0466 
28 FEBRUARY 1996 
The purpose of this section was to uncover historical evidence of ordnance 
disposal at Site 3 in the offshore waters of Mamala Bay, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
Various military commands were contacted for information regarding possible 
locations of historical records of ordnance disposal in these waters. Historical 
files, documents, and the Honolulu newspapers were systematically searched. 
Appropriate contacts for the various military commands were obtained 
through referrals from a superior command to the applicable subordinate 
command. As a former Navy officer, one member of our staff used his 
knowledge of the Hawaii naval force structure in locating possible sources of 
information pertinent to ordnance disposal at sea. 
Historical research proved to be frustrated by a lack of data, probably 
caused by the long time span (- 50 years) involved. It was found that newspapers 
provided useful accounts of ordnance discoveries by the public, or of major 
incidents, but little record of ordnance inventories seemed to be available. 
Beginning in the mid-1970's, it appears that more data was available. This may 
be due to the United State's environmental awakening, administrative ~les 
governing records-keeping, or both. The nature of "disposal" may have 
contributed to the paucity of information since there was probably little concern 
to keep records of items being discarde~. 
REFERENCES 
1. Environmental Surveys of Deep Ocean Dredsed Spoil Disposal Sites in 
Hawaii. Prepared for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
by Neighbor Island Consultants, Contract No. DACW84-76-0032, June 
1977. 
2. Federal Hazardous Waste Sites in the State of Hawaii, Hearing before the 
Committee on Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, August 20, 
1990. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1992. 
3. Hawaii War Records Depository, (59 microfilms covering 1941-1945). 
Hamilton Library, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
4. Honolulu Advertiser Newspaper, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1929 - 1994. 
5. Honolulu Star-Bulletin Newspaper, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1929 - 1994. 
6. Submersed Cultural Resources Study, USS Arizona Memorial and Pearl 
Harbor Historic Landmark. Daniel J. Lenihan, ed. National Park Service, 
U.S. Department of the Interior, 1990. 
7. United States Coast Pilot 7. Pacific Coast. California. Oreson. Washin&ton, 
and Hawaii. 10th ed. (June IS. 1968). U.S. Department of Commerce. 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1968. 
8. World Naval Weapons Systems, Norman Friedman. Naval Institute Press, 
Annapolis, Maryland, 1989. 
9. 40 Code of Federal Replations, Section 227·8. 
WCAL NEWSPAPER ARTICLES 
Honolulu Adveniser = HA 
Honolulu Start-Bulletin = HSB 
The Hawaii Weekly = THW 
m.!!Y.: IL Paper Title of Article 
1 28 1933 HSB FUNDS TO STORE EXPOSIVES HERE SAFELY 
SOUGI:IT 
7 5 1946 HA SHELLS STREW RABBIT ISLE, SCENE OF FATAL 
EXPLOSION· 
7 23 1946 HSB NAVY GIVES WARNING OF DANGER AREAS ... 
9 15 1946 HA BOMB DISPOSAL SQUADS EXPLODE DUD MISSILES 
6 20 1954 THW HAWAII'S WAR AGAINST THE DUD 
5 10 1956 HA LIVE ROCKETS FOUND OFF ALA MOANA 
8 23 1956 HSB NAVY BOMB DISPOSAL UNIT CAN AFFORD 
NO MISTAKES 
11 8 1956 HSB MINES ON WATER STILL WAGE WAR ... 
1 15 1957 HSB DEMOLITION TEAM REMOVES DEVICE 
8 19 1963 HSB DIVERS SALVAGE ANCIENT CANNON 
11 7 1965 HSB EODU MEN DIVE DEEP TO DEFUSE EXPLOSIVES 
Details 
Use of Salt Lake Crater, Ford Island, and Bishop's Pt. for 
storage of bombs. 
DUD shell cleanup is urged. 
Unexpended projectiles may remain near bombing target 
rafts anchored off Barbers Point. 
"Kahuku to Koko Head squads worked to rid the ocean 
bottom of missiles fired during war time practice games.· 
"From 1946 to 1948 disposal teams dumped empty casings 
out at sea." 
Two 3.5 inch bazooka rockets, anti tank projectiles found 
beyond the reef. 
"We dispose of most bombs by blowing them up on the 
spot." 
Eleven WW II mines washed ashore in 18 months on 
Hawaii's Beaches. 
Harbor closed two hours. Demolition teams removed a 
floating mine from Honolulu Harbor. 
Russian 11600 lb. cannon found in Honolulu Harbor at 
35 ft. depth, 100 yds. from channel entrances. 
Training of EO D personnel. 
5 23 1966 HSB UNDERSEA EXPWSION SLATED TOMORROW Reference to disposal of obsolete ammunition at sea by the 
Navy. 
8 22 1966 HSB BOMB BWWN UP AT MAKUA BEACH WW II, Mark 37, SOO lb. bomb found in 15 ft. of water at 
Makua Beach. 
4 21 1970 HSB NAVY TO DETONATE BOMBS ON TINY Disposal oflive bombs on Mokuhooniki Island off Molokai 
ISLAND TOMORROW resulting from bombing practice. 
9 15 1970 HSB RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN PEARL HARBOR Discharge of radioactive waste water from nuclear 
submarines into Pearl Harbor. 
4 1 1972 HA BIG PEARL HARBOR CLEANUP UNDERWAY General "clean-up" of debris, litter and wreckage, in Pearl 
Harbor. 
5 10 1973 HA 1941 JAPANESE BOMB RECOVERED Navy divers recovered 1941 bomb 70 ft. deep, 1,000 ft. off 
Waialua. Wahiawa police requested that Navy dive team 
check out bomb report. 
3 31 1977 HA BOMB FOUND AT PEARL Bomb discovered on Ford Island thought to be from 1941 
Pearl Harbor Attack. 
6 9 1977 HSB CONSTRUCTION WORKERS FIND A DUMMY A 2000 lb. bomb was unearthed near Pearl Harbor and 
BOMB was taken to Makua for disposal. Bomb turned out to be 
a dud. 
6 19 1982 HSB MORE OLD BOMBS DETONATED· Kent Warshauer to write a book on the impact of military 
ordnance here in WWII shed light on the findings. 
5 3 1991 HA PEARL HARBOR YIELDS WWII TORPEDO A Japanese aerial torpedo with 600 lb. of explosives was 
dredged up near Ford Island. It will be detonated at sea. 
5 4 1991 HA INOUYE: KAHOOLA WE FACES HURDLES Opposition of O:>ngress to return of Kahoolawe to state 
and potential for future military use. 
5 23 1991 HA A TORPEDO'S TALE--IN TIME FOR 50TH Remains of Japanese torpedo dropped on December 7, 
1941, recovered from Pearl Harbor. 
10 30 1992 HA NAVY CLEANING UP WASTE SITES 
*Articles regtuding disposal prllCtices 
TEXTS, JOURNAlS, REPORTS other than newspapers: 
1 Olmmittee on Governmental Affairs, U.S. Senate. 8/20/00 
FEDERAL HAZAROOUS WASTE SITES IN THE STATE OF 
HAWAII COMPLIANCE. CLEANUP AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
2 Recommendations for the disposal of Chemical agents 
and Munitions. THE CHEMICAL STOCKPILE. 
National Research Oluncil, Washington D.C., 1994 
3 MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSITION OF EXCESS WEAPONS 
National Academy Press, Washington D.C., 1994 
4 HEAVY METALS SURVEY AND THE ESTIMATION OF 
SEDIMENT YIELD: MAUKA MILITARY RESERVATION 
A thesis by Alvin Char, MPH, University of Hawaii. 1m 
CONFERENCE, VIDEO OF 
1 WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY AND ETHICS-
CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS DISPOSAL ON OAHU. 
Pat Tummons and John Harrison. 1994. 
Addition of Pearl Harbor to EPA's Superfund List and use 
of Department of Defense monies to clean up hazardous 
waste sites at Navy facilities on Oahu. 
"the NEW YORK and the NEVADA ships were towed to 
sea and used as torpedo targets and then sunk off of 
Pearl Harbor in July of 1948." 
Ocean water quality studied in this report covers: 
Sediment yield delivered to nearshore ocean waters. 
Olncentrations of metals found in disposal site soils. 
Potential runoff during heavy rains. 
Pg. 43. "The Navy, on behalf of the Armed Forces, 
established a practice of ocean dumping as the safest and 
most effective method of disposal." 
Weapons disposal may occur at the end of training 
sessions, but will be classified as training. not weapons 
disposal. Disposal during training is not regulated. 
NEWSPAPER INDEX: 
• The Hawaii Weekly (TIiW) 
• Honolulu Advertiser (HA) 
• Honolulu Star-Bulletin (HSB) 
1928-1984 Bound guide to articles 
1991-1994 Public library Terminal 
Hawaii State library 
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SOURCES AND TOPICS SEARCHED 
UNIVERSITY UBRARY SYSTEMS: 
• Hamilton: Gov. Docs, Hawaii/Pacific Reserves 
• Governmental Publications 
• Sinclair Audio Visuals 
Topic Headings Searched: 
Arsenals Waste Disposal 
Defense Sites Hawaii 
Disposal of Chemical Weapons 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
Formerly Used Defense Sites Hawaii 
Hazardous Waste Sites Hawaii 
Military Bases Waste Disposal 
Naval Ordnance Disposal 
Obsolete Conventional Ordnance Disposal 
Toxic Explosives 
United States Armed Forces Ordnance Facilities 
Waste Disposal in Ocean 
Weapons Disposal Hawaii 
Weapons Testing Areas Hawaii 
~\:"::~$~"':,i"'(' , 
i'-l' , 
fUNDS TO STORE 
EXPLOSIVES HERE 
SAFELY'SOUGHT 
Houston Says Bombs. Shell~ 
Dangerous To Civil' .and 
Military Communities 
RlAr-!1etlt'U.a Bu.tr ... 
W.u.htar1oa. JaD. U. 
"... ",ar dtpartmant ha.s not 
p.blLudDn~ the plan to dcv~op 5;\lt 
Lab cra~r u an I amnluulUun 
_tor .... b.ue for the anny. bur. will 
probably ban! t.o ckla,J (urlher 1m-
proVUDeDY untU COll,Cl'Hol 1I rudy 
to provide abOUt an~ooo· to ·~c.m­
pl.tte ~ project, it 11. ,earned here 
tb1l .,..eelc. . 
In . r~nt bearlnp bfofore U~ 
hOUll4 approprla~ c:onunl\l.ee. 
Deler_te lfoult.on .sucda.atully urled 
.the approprWlon for the nut rbc:al 
period of " •• 000 for relnton:ln. Ihl' 
~ltbUnl atoraceo tacllltt~ of ~ 
army ln' Haw.,u In order to leSllrD 
thl! dan,e1' to local re$ldenta. 
''There 111 .Ull II rreat deal of am-
munlUon .lora.. abo)ut HawaU:' 
Hotuton aald. -and _ (T1'aL dul 
abOUt· tho 'clly oC HonolulU. In 
makeahtft ,.cIUt,". as; w('l_ a. al a 
ma,wne a~ the northi fnd of YOI'd 
uland. !n Pearl H.rbOr~ whkh nevtr 
wu lnt..ended :tor' ,lotall! of hlah 
upload"...... and til a c:~mat. at 
BlJlhOp point, ha.Uway (up the til>t-
fm ',bon! of tho Dnl.abl.e enuance 
to Pearl· nubor. ' 
Bom" DIL.DI'~ou 
. "7SOlh at. P'ord lIIlllno and. at 
nlshop polnL aviation' bomba are 
~1.Q~d u the preHnt ·.Llm!!', and In 
thy cu. or !"on! Leland thne Is 
daD.IT to buman .habltattc.n. whIch 
Ls In the Ver, ntllhbOrhOOd. :>r<lb-
I\bly not more than 1,(.00 fed IIWlly. 
in, the C~ ot lJl.shop·. poInt there 
,. dancer to the chaS'jnc\ dlYtlop~ 
men~ . 
"In lIonolulu. at, t.hie 'alte acr~' 
tho .'.Y,from U,. ~ cAUed ord-
!lAnc-.t d4pot, there 11 'till a quan-
tity of ammun1tlon '~rtd In lem~ 
porU)' buUdLnp "bleb! were put up 
durlnr the "at~ old baniar,,: •. iu:! 
lD that 1nItane4J there ar. an' ae-
eumu1&tlon ot .rUlle..,. munlUOIlJ. 
equlvalent. to about. 40.000 rounds 
at l~ mUllmtt.ei', or 80.000 round., 
or '7~ mUl1mcter.; and t;h:l, 111 at. the 
pn,aent. lime loc:Ued a~ .. mlnlmum\ 
d1J.tllnee ol' 300 'Ieet from oecup1eQl 
i:lvU .. dwell1nia; . ;the '~arrsr. . point 
troni the neatest 10 Called mata-
1llne. . . . 
. CIoN, t. Bo.~I'fl 
,-l"rotn the ~r.~r of:t~ explosive 
1ff .. to. the nearel'lt cMl QUut.er, I.s 
100 te-et. and from' the ~enl.er 'o( Lhll 
explOllve aru. to the neue.t. point 
ot .. the departmeDtal' hospital is 
1I~t.,l.~ leet· • 
"The New Jene1 Ja., which. h,1\S 
been. referred to. 1fhlQtl. has to do 
with army and os Y7 .~ra;. cond).. 
~10n.t. contemplatel • t..-o mUe wo-
ty \lODe. for. hlrh., exploi1vu, I and 
conwmplatel tha~rnaqz1nes of the 
typo ,_bleb. ~I>repfront.a ,allould 
~,.~"leIAt.,lJjOO..:.:J from' an In~ 
ba'bltle'~ d"tunc.. . ~ teet. from 
r. h1Jtn.~,.... ' 
"'Tbm:.hav.{WQ'J;" number of 
puane..atto.d; icon\Jlklcd. (at the 
Salt . .t.aJcct .• cnlei..lCOfue project.», 
but '\l1eM req\lJnl nlbt1nI'. 'and t.ho 
aUDi·. ot ... _ ~(rtduced. to ,5'4,000 
by.W C.unlLtf4U baal atitady .been 




, rn· ...... to be'VIiA' (bat; t.h1I 
.~UnlJ1W\ 1houJd. b4. removed' .. 
0""11.'" ~ . f~ .. ~1Llon 
.~,nnc . propenl and, pepoM 
~bT., . 
HONOLULU ADVERTISER, July 5, 1946 
S:~t~IM:$trelv Rahbit Isle, 
,Sd¢n~iOfF ata~'Exp4J~ion 
: I ' J ' ,By GERR~BUIlTN~ . ISl.!,ddt dqat~ st 1, ,Rabbit: ,isi n'd tPda,r. ' . ' WIth I dv rt~er ,ihotographe Danny Mdrse we hl~ed • Waun.a. 
nal)?, bay" I~ in, c :. captained by 13-ye~-old Alona, Wcn.I .'he 
.tna~e th~ ~c id~nta iscovery ot five! teen-agera. Otll! bt "'"hom wu 
'kil~~d, <:t t e;L oth four seriqusly: woun4ed. by all. unes::ploded 
missile R bb~t i nd,: r • 
i W,atlin s 0 in lhigh ;surf we 
tramped .~ , t e: e' ch to where 
Ur~ e;xpi~ ~o, :: ad HIed! Ja~e~ 
SaS~k!l .. \7 '0 i2 7 1Unalua Ave.., 
Wfi ISk1tt~ ; Ii' ~ r ons irq.v,ers-, 
ingia ~'m ' iel 10 Okinawa alii 
we 1 u*e~p 'dl ! ij 'overed itwo; 
mote i ur)e p OQ d;' 'ells lof ; the., 
sam~ .type it: ati tux 'ct th~ ioyer-. 
night 'tiS~i g! P ')' five ntl( 0 'a~' 
bl~'y s, mj,.l '." '. i' ,': 
, , ,Ra" "sl nil, rsen~1 
~~nnirig 0 r an . through the' 
ssnt;ts of I a~i. is! "s: nbw :un-, 
rrie~dly Is r s: e' me up 'with 
rno e thajn t 0 u I of ~O, cali-
ber tracer u let+s. er .. Whf' we 
pok d into 1i~le!!PU ' . in th surfl 
,sw t cora di sa , ' otting steel 
dev Ce8 it at! 'fe8'e led: omb 
det natom n o~her, ploslve ma-
teri ']s, we eta~ to 1 that Rab-
bit sland asTno,t a 'ce to dwell 
ovetlong.! . '.' 
F sherme tUi u~ that: almost' 
every driy .oih t : shqres of I 
WaLmana]o ufts I smolte can 
be iSeen bt r1in;r it' 'the trade 
wind,.:;, The estima I that these 
are the :';;1 e type ~f I une*ploded 
mi)'.;:liles, fo~cdrl Intor .Xpl~lOni by 
1 he <Iction Dr l the s~ ,J wind ~nd 
wa ~es, : ~]ing Tt'. : . 
The pa{t;; I at too, . ff Wed~es:.. 
day niJ.!ht (I r I barb e and ftsh-
ing on th't· ,s ilOd 'II.' s) a duplicate 
of ttl(I~(' C<\l), pin W~ 'R h",s, ~een 
d('li\'('J'in~ ftlrl25 ye~, ; 
Tl;lpre w~rf1 seve'la, boys .and 
an old('r m]IO! to "er' ! that· thlOgs 
. did n'>1 1!{' ~ltlt of I and., W()n~ 
('h;Hged $2' II I hellrl, ; 'is standard 
pric'(' "!C,1. '0.1 $1 ('(,\~e, .. lle Iwas 
1o J11~k Ih('n~ .tJP and:, 'turn ~~ th.e 
1;l/1cllOnIlU~ PfJl~t ONtr!'11e Shllrters 
"llmmer h()r~H:"ab()ut 8,fl,rn. Thurs-
day, 
;\ fE'w miJhde,<: L('f~~(> 1t Capfain 
\\'oll!.!, .ro"(~r~l Al':n1 ~ Won.!! and 
'-;amw'! K 1 K. 1 rtlil I. Iltl !he bo~t 
:-!;ull:tht}f',' \\ff'T appr~ ('hm/,! th,p~r 
·'!'IHI.("Z\'IJII,<;. 'ITlhey he4l1 a ternflc 
I I .. 
((1cr:~tmll(>~ tn Pag~~. Col. 6) 
,a,. .Gives Warning of Danger.' : 
~re~s ~here 'Duds Stlll'iRepl,in.·: ;::' 
Ivice lkdmiralJohn L,· Hall Jr., used b~ t~/navy;L a car:~~~,'p~ac;J; 
comma, 'dant of: the 14th naval disi Uce area. This _a,.. depOJlt Is on., 
I 
triict. today issued a summary of the; southeast portion of, HawaUr 
dlriger Wreas in the Hawaiian islands ,located south of IKllauea 'eriterl:, 
~~hiC:h ,~hould .'be avoided ,because ' . I • • I.: • . i.I ~ I . 
10 • the presence of unexployed, pro- . An, a I rcraft bomt)mg range exists 
I j ctiles:1 ':. ,on Necker, island. 1290' mileS north' 
jThe ~dmiral said the areas' are of K~~ai. ,,' , : .' (, 
well marked with danger signs and . While actual use of ,these ranges 
exist on portions of Hawaii. Molo- IS not as frequent a during the war .. 
k:hi.. Kehoolawe Necker and Molo- toere is still ,the possibility that fir;.; 
kinL i I' i" ing and bombing will take! plaee:at: 
'Sites on these'islands ar,e presen~ any time. i Admiral HaU,S:3, i,d •. ",':';~~ 
Jy being used by th? navy for gu In ,a~dltlOD~:e "~are.~.b~~., '
nerly .. rocket ,~nd aIrcraft bombin . carre~ . raftl • . ~,:I!~~ . 
exercIses. . ,. , ! near loarof;t.he~ "'d"'F""'O·.~ ", 
It It I. I rans. are,ancbore ·~oIf; Oah1ll)tiewrf 
Admiral Hall erdphulzed that B.iI'Her'I' poln't and IXaeiia'·PobtC; 
there are n, 0 naval ~rret ar,.eu on Others are offMOlok, ai, Lana, i and, 
the Island! or Oahu. 1 Maul. \ 't' I' , " ~' '. 
He sdd ithe Island of Kahoolawe ,Pleasure boats are o/arned to keep 
Is espect~ny dan'ge ous, as It, Is clear· Of the r:afts.: I I: i'. ' ;.~; 
the seeneof frequent funne.,. ami , , '.' ! ,'';:, 
bombinr practices. I 
• II • ,( " 
On the west coas.t of Moiokai. just, 
sou, th of lio point. there ~s an' air-' 
craft rocket range. I 
"The limits of the rang are well 
posted with warning sig s and in 
~hc interest of safety he areas 
should not be trespassed. Also. off 
t~c eastern tip df Molokini. which 
lies between Kahoolawe and Maui." 
II •• I 
On HawaII. the, nau desert III 

••• , , , H ,'"". ,-i"' -,-:- ~ ~~.!1TR,1 ,51, i 1~16: I I 
!H. '. . _ r I ....,.--
II! Bonih DisJo~al ~~ads 
'i'll ~ I a""IE' Id'iD'dM- -I' 'ul.! I XI) 0 e' ~I :, ISSl es , 
, (Continued (rom Page I) 
I ' 
:into ;) duck. an anJ' 
phiUlOU$ :;1,1~ ton tnlck, wh~ch ~$ 
u~ed to e,nry th~ m(,ll arid e:<-
plasH'!' charges and ,eqUil?merit 
to the be:lch, , 

IlA\\ •. \11 IL\~ h,t"n "I'ttn'd Ih~ ... l.lU~h­tl'T tll.1I I;.iju\ ... ,\ ('\t',V IH(>tlern w"r WtH'fl du.1 .IIUHHlrlltj,;n J'" left r.VU\~ 
an~tln.1 (nr Y"llngsl('r'~ Ito bring hnme 
(H"lpolrtld \\'IUt H h<lmrtwr. 
~
dtnWmg Wtlrhl W;;I1~ tr ;1'0 t>~\lrnHt ... 
('(l 10 p('r..;"!\~ ,1 day 'hrnughutlt the 
II tt'd Siall'''' [(om I!H5 to 1941 (lil:"d 
tn m t'\fdodIH~ fllal ~pnrnurlLl!(l&i. H~J .. 
W.~ll ha"(. ! .. Ill r""f d.".ltil.s sin("~· tU:4.tL 
Tht' f(';:l.:..dn (or (fur 1,)\10' df"ath n.le 
i!'i :"Imr,](': Thf'f" is a l'~'ntllltJ(lUS t'illn_ 
))a~~n h ... ti,t' army Inj eh.·a,r all r'Hb .. 
IIc1 •• rt";I:-> ~f dlHb: W(', Ila"j· all a\(,l't 
POPCl" foret· tll,Lt ( __ ~Hl h .. .II1dlr (lelic';lle J 
~'~U;)tiM1S when il (IItt! is ft)llnd 10. 
SOl'l'H'on("-: (Iow~r' g;lt~d('n: an(l Ha_ 
w;HI· ... TH1Ul!<' \S ~·dll(""f"d to tli(' 'c!;lfl-
1-:1~ir, ~!fHI ft'pnn duds qT\mcditltt"ly. 
1nH1Sl' rNISol,l!.<>. hll\;""'\'er. (ltd n01 ('''1( ... 
I ... ~ at tt11' th·:'~HlnihJ.!. 'iht>re han" bef'tt 
fllfH> .'"t-',II'" (J( h.l!"d wllrk by lht", Pt'H, 
t,H- y!'11 \'\ III r(';,d .dH'it\ in HII~ 'brit-' 
td.,lol'S fir II.Ht'iill· ... \\Jlr a..:.;ifl$l Ow, 
!1.'ld 
{\ (Iud IS om tHit~"ploded t:hUf~t:'" that 
}H1s tW('n flrt~d bilt, tt1rou~h me<:twn .. "'ld fault ttlt..' m'-Hltlf.j(·wr(,J'·~ or b(* .. 
n t1St!" Jlt tilt" "'Ilgtt~ at which lhe 
i'l ;'if~~ hit.· It fallt'd, tn {,,'tplodt:". It 
t!~'I,V flt,!\ "1' (·I(ploo t -" trht'n. UK,-,i", thf' 
.IIJih\t'st J,lr m.ly :-\f't it (1ft. 
p'ht'n' I~ HlI llfnl! to th~ eff(""ti\'(,'" 
~~:>~~::~r '.I'fj!,:H·,\'dt::~:n:',llf~li~f;:t ~\~r;:I~i~t l'~~: 
f Ilf',j!,~~ "'"11' Inf'f' \\lto h:Ol.'4 ,do\\'pd 
1'1' ,j \\""" Ifl':" dllnH~ \\'nfld 
\\;,'1' L 1W'.\~J'"P~t~, 'ttiH l':,r-
r Y "!fq'W'l 'f dl'i!l;'.c: h';HI"I:d bv th(" 
f ~P"'''(''ll of ('1\ II \\;:11'· C;.ilJl()'nb::dl~ 
:,tl<lolhc'r ,,(!)t1)\lllItlj.tl Il"'f:d ~t" {,if' 
l>,lek .IX • fit' i<~'\ Hlull! fl, 
l!~H\t',1 ',\;I~ fl:~t :iT'hlS4'tt to1tlH' chu1 
{lhn~wr 'I!, .r I:." ;-1, ~~I"'H" ",11('u 0")1' 
Ittr'n.q..:·'r \\,~" k!1t~'d ~n;1 rh" f,jhN-~ 
tli]Hrt-d (,I" f:,dd'it h!tUd. A :!fI mdli~ 
n'('.~'r .tIiU'llrcraft ~ .clt IhP,y wt're 
f<]dlflC ",nth t+~pl()(t('dl Until .111e Sf'C-
(I d d("Hh ~'f1 Oahu lI!;)rly nhs :"<'~Ir. 
il d t\\ p mnfl' ('11 ) t}1(' IHgj Island, 
t ('rr h<.tvt" bt"('Tl ont)' f!llnor f'Xn\o .. 
~l('r'ls, .... wlth ntll' m. <In J' bl'lng hosplt.\! .. 
I~ed (In Od, H, 1~·I7. when I'w hit n 
r~\lr·ill(,·h ~h .... ll wIth;: hamm('r nnf'r 
hr (OOIHI ttl(> obJc'('t on iKam IV Rt!, 
J Jfrlor to the first It1cident! in 194~t 
tlH~ army, n~\'y und (t!dnnne~ tlt"Part .. 
.. rfH'nt9 IH II!&W~lIi g(jllernJlY clpa~ed 
rllllltarv tan!C't rt.n$!f' ,lifter f!xtenNlv~ 
}jrriud.:i Dt t.lrget pr~ lire, 
I How~\'er. It W~IS ir 19-46 that 1h~ 
trrrltnry bl'!! .... 1l to Te~l.aim th'e~e ",Ill. 
y l;Hlfl!L The afC'O'l had to ha,v(' .a 
hdl or h~ ... lth" h,..rorr Ihf' Pilh-
agam HS~' ! wm Jor Ii~:lll,ne~ 
and jlll.'fucktIiJ!: 
dud (1 .... lth ~IO H lubi! Island W.;3S 
hanrlwfltin« nn th~ \\';:Il! (>rnph;asll: .. 
that the arml'd 'pfe(>s hHd .to do 
.. THE 
. ",-L .,.. ... " ,.." ' , ., ; I 
in,' 950. On .. hundred and 300-pOund bombs "" .. r .. ) 
from thai ar"a, in 1946. Th .. volley. i. slill b~i~g 
: for air and land largel p~acli< .. and Is a good pi"" .. 
,loy away f,onrwh .... going: on a pi""i.,. (Army ph~I •. ~ 
wnf it W(IS 
hnmil(,fs tll,lt 
, n,H;'nw l~IIHid ,I'" 
I .. l (~n.tlti(,·d ',Iit\jl~ 
1·"hit~tlltH! .. h.>nd)~. 
, H:o..hnt'(· I'tlI'tV nIH' 
itt, ell\e! r\!~t''\"l:y 
IIIHF.II ! bul dOl~'Ii'" 
tlPd.'Ttw 
pI! tnJ:t'IIU'1" 
"\\'ith ,I {'hln 'rh'" ';11"1:/.'1' flBt''; 
v,!~.'t(' lUI~('fll I, .;ulIl :l:,p!ntil'.1 
\\l!lh .1:-1':'0\11 IIl1t,. 11 
Ttl!" ~(;I''''l\' ~·;Ii" I'd~kt'n '1\,,' ndh· ... oft 
(h" ,bl,md I" tI Ill"H'h ;'tn \('utt'l, till' 
("~peH~ll)n. Wtu'H Id "/lInt'. It t.1t'w I hI' 
wlio).· 'o!. o,.,. ~Hld ,,' I!~p !~IUtlir HI!!! 
tht' :.~;(~II' Hf~1I1(lh'SI. \VI'nt. blo\\n H101'(' 
tllil,) I~ milf; fn>Il:'1 lit> 1~1;lf\1\ lind 11110 
I'a· 1 .... i·.I. ' 
:.6lf" WUII")U'lt t'!lr,vrtn; JlfOJ(·,'t lo~.k 
fhl' rnoulh:-j tu (il'tlll lip It'. Uw rql rl 
hud, hI bUIHI I' 111141 lIl~ 10 11i(' 1.1111'" 
ihUl; \\'II!>. ofl ~t, 1,~.lt~.It':"I" )Hj\~, .... \!'" 
hlwl tht- '''\\1\" ""'UIH1~"t 'I'll«' HtllII~ 
hpl' ot filii!!", '.1~1111 rr~ .. " Ilia .,11'" 
Ilwdl' n m"llT'1'I.'.!Hlf~,. .. t It~'fll)\'" and 11\'1' 
h'.'t' hl~", 
''', jt .. LI"!. I!'I~J'!' "J I" '''" ...... "". f!1Iu"r I. ,f('II~! iH'i.Hlldl. o.d~k til."! dl:ilhl~111 'f"tHTI IS.!fIl'd)t'r~ it f 1t"~Wh ~ 1111 nllll(1 
, ... ·tt,·dhr/i w)lkl\ r'. I",h-W.",I I)\t-tl,t bu,'~ 
J'tt In-flNdh 1 tltt- !'i~'IHl ttl t(}tlt< tit) 
,hHlH't'~ lh.~t u- ttl (11 Wi uTlt ita· HHf'C\Y .. 
• ,'1'(1 itv hll-~h·y'!a+.· - in ltlll',· ,\'«tit, W 
Ipl! !'ifln\(" l{nhll'l( !fbht1t'mll' " , 
1f;
!'>:l1 :fIlt'f\IU ',~ "ltl .dl'iH ~"'J1II~ • • 
I it, tlfl 4r'H I~:r:;t!.!: ~~ \f . , .':::-' '''''''- -_ .. ", ~ . 
I 'Mud ~jti(,_H'~1 ,~ltl'. fil'\tl,! 1,lIl,!.'" Ion 1 l,lI}1I ~\\ ~I t'l thq ~l II dl"~ tv ('h',1 f. 'flU' 
mcm scu.lof"rl st(>('p ~'Or1f'I' throua:h i.lil."~' 
t~lla und IIChlillly Iclute' into the '01,'- ' 
n(,ren .. arth cI,rts ko .. klng out bazQI) 
ka nnd rille gre"u.jn; In Makua ·\,,,1 
le1. O"hu.: ihey 100,/1<i ..... ry~tling r!r<1"11 
lOo..pound ''It''l'inl ,bombs ito whol~ 
("\.'5('$ or maehlllcgun o.mmunll1on~ , 
Private !pTOP('I'ty! ih the mittdle o( d,l 
rf.Ririen,jal dbtric..'t' was nO t:Wxceplfon{ 
On t:u~, ~r:ounds ml~J In gUAva bushe, 
surroiHuiing a wart~me servi(~ CnJblu). 
th,e coconut gT(\\'(I>: in KaUua, C'K:I1HI~ 
the bomh (Iispo~n): tf'am found mare. 
than 50 h:);wt J.!n .. ~I~"'Hh~s, . 
'Thor<l\ll!h:s~uH'h'ng,lik .. (hi. Is "'ha\ 
has spared li.lW<Jii !frum the numefciu~ 
tI'f'nths thfH' iw\'(> occtlrrerl fin 010t+ 
an'IIS, AlthnUJ:h 1 H..' Sch(\ti~td bOHlh 
Cli:tpnsal tentH \\';\1i \{'vctivntc;1 in ~9"f!~ 
tilt' W(ll,'k: hn" u.'('nj c;II'rjf"f,' nil by! oU .. 
{·t tt-atn!l: on a ~n <11 ('r' $C'U 1t'" , Todav 
It. j~ handled nwinb- hy ~ :<m1\l1 ~rQl'i) 
of HH'n knuwn asl thf' Hrm'\: Pad fa: 
~lCJlloSlVe ordnHnt'f- fli!'pt)sal ten,,' lit 
~~t< Sh;lft('), and r: \mtif'r the- L'Of1l" 
mand of 1..1, .Jl1hn L, ehllnd~r. ';h~~ 
HH'1l ~II't' 'on ('all • t a H hours, :' 1 
- hH' I'CCPIlt c;dj ""*'!'! .lronl T~an I 
'Nllf~l't~ lin «<rnpln,vt ~r thf> Un\,; l"i~l'" 
1'lfH'appl1t £..'f), dL!'-t;"\(",'C'fl .t {',,\'t' IB'. r 
K.ltluHllallali balb!'I' with f:! t:U}oI';J (,t 
TNT !ddl 1'1l 111:<-id~j' 
Tnda:r tht't't' UPt Il~t k'I(IWn (\c~I>J~'IY 
([Bllge'nHbl publk 1,II'i'u:I Alft f),ltttl, I}r 
~ • .tl ttl!' "1ttl$!hhol' l~t;LIHh. (':('('ptl J-ti('" 
huttlilw<". wilt"' t" dl~d arnl1l1llltUon IIIl...jY 
Ill' ph'kc"d up hv .. hrldrt'll. ')'\!t·rq. ~I t' 
I!Utll.!I·!""tlt m'!\li,ly rldn~ .lrf'IJ:f, bitt, 
lIIPM' lilt' ('{«"llv m"rk,"tl OI1\dl -I'll, 
\\'HI tlll\l~ l .. p"~,I,;.f \\'h~IIt'\'I'I' n"1ft·' (vft 
Ih I", flrlulr:. 
Hut \h~·i't! h 1I1J.~;.&Yfl th .. r!\lllH't'! tiL~: 
,11 IIl't'\:i(ltll'lt,v !lnt!~h.('ttlt1 dlld C'~ll\l t~~ .. , 
t~OnH' .'I't1Hf'd IJII'" n' rtllI'lIH'I' 1/11" \t.fll~h'·I' uk)"tt (ht' hf~lU'h lly hljoothtllBt f.i 
'l'h.·~e r ('U.~ol·M .In ft~w UII" tut 1(.··': 
lfw~("ll.1 "'nd ttl". p.lil~f'" shoulct br! '1"141l1 .. r 
,1ill',1 itrUllNUui"lv 1 , 
'. ./ '~ ~ 
.
' A s:n(ltt Jlfllc'JkC' r1ftht 1\(\"'. b t hi ( 
~~tl ,,11 i, the \Vhrh Wnr 11 .'IONI fill n. 
.TBII hu:v'~ uro\Hl(f jh.f' h(l,j'f',ilt Y(ftl'~I'ai 
f
Uitith~t, thtty "r~ nut f'u\Hly. ("aU 't-
. ilhftt-t~ Nt) (lt1t" \ III tl\k~ flWtlY')' tr 
i' IHlvf>1\lr~. hut th' f"'1(Pf"1 h ,win ~Jlt,l',-.; 
III thei' trnrhtitln t.r ntukilla:: a J~.\~~H" 
!1'u~ thlt' Jtutd Ie .. ' dUd: 
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::~:,avy' S: B:orjj~;:',DJsp'ds'aIXUnif,{. 
Can Afford'iNC) M'i~t6kes"r 
By )lAR.l' WATERS: ,'~\;hat weYe been'tnlnc'd t'6 
:-:,o'.lh'ing mcmbcr~ of the )do~:~ .', ~";' ": ", '; ',:'; .. ,;.", 
Navy.'s Explosive Ordnance i"lIe said: IllS IlruL.disposCs.J)k, 
. Disposal unit at Wcst Loch L4.bout...~~....explQsiv~r:objccls .. '. : 
Naval Ammuni,tion Depot has ;:monlh~Jn~e.:rer~ltory.::" '/ 
ever had a close call. "r' One thing Harmon 'wanted" ~, 
That's \Vh\' thcv're HV\n<". made, clear., ,', 
"One mi5takc' and vo7t'rc;:' ,"\\'c are'notirogmen and 
dead," ,,Lieutenant Preston i\~eare not ,memb~x:s of the, 
Harrison ~'Savs, "U~derwater Demolition Team ,', 
"And fortunately the 10c;'\1 ;groaps;" he\ said, .,' 
group hasne\'cr had a c3slIal.! , Abo\'e, cyerS'hing clse, hiS. 
tv" ' . men ~trcss safet\', 
. 'He's ;;lssi$lant j,.., charge of i. ':YOll:' ar~r\:t il1?wc~ a ~~c­
E,O.D. here, an elite co::-ps of i ond chance,. In cxplosl\'e diS-
highly trained specialists whoJPo~:t1.,work: .,he said. . 
dispose of bombs. shells aud I . O,n~. mistake and you've. 
other unexploded ordnance t' ~ad It. 
,found in places the\' shouldn't,' --...;...;.-"'-----
be.: ,': ' '. , ~ 
, The West Loch'group fs Oil(, , 
of two such 'Navy 'dispos'al 
uhits. ", ' 
'1M r ACIFIC AREA 
It disposes of da~~erous ex-
plosives in th'ePacific arca, . 
Another~roup 'in Charl'cs· 
ton. ,South Carolina .. , does ·the· 
same in.the Atlahticarea; 
There , .. re.15 officers and 40. 
men iq each unit and lht!y all 
receive 'eight ,months, of: 
schooling at I n d jan he a d. 
;\Iaryland. in their' specialit~'. 
And each one is bighly 
trained Cor ;a11 :types of under· 
water diving",from deep sea 
with full' equipment to shal· 
low ,,'ater. skin dLving, ' 
,The oiiicers, get· $110. a 
month, extra and, the: enlisted 
'men, $55 for theic hazardous 
occupation. 
'LITILE DISAR;\IIi"G', : " . 
:;_ .,', ," ',', f' ",' ,,/;.1 
:: "Despite "'hat the 'general,! 
public:: thinks:" Harrison ;said~; 
.!:\~e:'do little dis.arr{lingo£ex~ 
:g~~~~.: :;:;:;l' :~:::';:'~f-~\~\& 
"e~~io..\f- " '0" ~~~ ~p.~~r~m ,e~' '.' 
.plaCQ.het~~n;':,:',·,,:{');', i 1 
i;~~§:J_t:~i~~~r~e~~. ~en~u'g~;put:" 
~ting1.an .. expl0,sl\~e :cbarg~; on, a~ 
,fuOmo:)withOiif.~~ingftof.:tirik~' 
iUi(~'Il"'"" -nards;~r'~;",:~: 
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• 'I " I 
L .• ~_ ... eo'. III!P'. 
• • • J <,., "!: t.). .. 
~ '. 'I '1:.1 H. 91 Pf! """'Mt ; QlfAJ; 
-8 J,\ttb~~e~'_ 
,Wprlrl W'ar 1\ l~ 10 
t !Hif'c!, hilt ;>i'" ... " n . 
C/t)llP. ;1 :{'''~\I;dl\' pf ,\ 
0\':1 ···;ilHI \\ !:hn\JI liffl' 
~D!li!i.ii~;,rs fj"l!t'. ~~n\\, 
thl'Y· mil:: ,I IlHH' ,l'pnHn ~ 4 
" C;1l1w!.! cilrd-: (tlh~'I\(ltr'!!l 
{',)nfllrt l\l;t\' nIl.- ~n'o . :I 'l';I\'r 
~()hlflla~·.i :;Hl - 1\\I~,,:rj; j m:nl'" 
~o\\'n hvhlll' "(Irih ',)rl:tt\", 
!'\o,nf.' ll:t\'(' n',H'iwd t hr Is· 
la nd~ ;.:et. htll ,lI\ .tHI~ n I ht'Y 
hare l iH'rouiltrd fnr ':I nurihl'r 
of. innol'(,I\t· \'let lin..:,' . 
, . f Illlll) 
e unll ;,::,'t'~ iI~:;t :1i.ltt1::\ 
,wh(,I1 ,lm.-:ll pl'llct"'] II I.~ l!pr 
,~on~rnm('nt ",":f'nd. I.. ~~ 'flrt 
'suspect('d ,InUit':' ' . 
, S~metlrll(,:' ,I h P, ~f'l\llttrd 
mine isn't (\ nlllH' all ~I! Btl! • I, , 
·1hl! 'umt . pr{'f\'r$ t~lct~. to 
, cllrp::e~. '. ' 
~:. ).t.ines a ren 't . t ht~ (lb;h' Ijh'Tl" 
ilacl', 
hand Kr~n ., 
.1 ·on it fe'Sident's rIo rt .. • • 
. : '3 ~ix .. in'fh 'J?r.~jt.fjlet on 
Poipu' Beach .K"aual..' :'. 
, ' " , 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
Tuesday, January 15, 1957 
'Demolition; ,Team 
, I 
Remo~es '. Device 
" ' 
t- mine seare shut down !!onoluluJlt!: 
bor for !dore than two hours this morn-
ing until 'a demolition team removed thfl 
mine, til ,type used in training exereise~. 
It carried ho dynamite 'charge liut 
might tiave, a~smal1 detdnat~ng ,charge, 
the Coa~l Gua d reported. , ' ' 
The harbor was closed fro In. the time 
a regular har or patrol discovered ,he 
min~ ncar th~ ilarbor entrance at 9 ajm. 
until the demblition men towed ,it· to 
San~ Island at 111:10 a.m. 
TdwED TO' ~ER 
Two Irognjen from Explosive Ord· 
na c'e DemoNion Unit Number One or; 
th West Loc Navjll ~mmu!litlon Depot., 
an . a Honol lu policeman' got to the 
m' e shorOy efore.11 a.m. and t9wed It' 
to the c~!ast uard Pler on Sand Isiand.l 
hey f un thc' mine unloaded. , 
he m rki "g "rnert Drm~ Mine" was 
pa nted n t e eight·foot long,' 21h·foot in 'diameter inc. I 
The frbgm n said 'that if It ha<\,been 
a real mille hey would have aHempled 
to disarm it n the cl1annelwbere they 
!.ound it. " 
One ot thet men from the, demolition 
unit said ttie Mine would lave contiined 
1.100 pounds'!ol explosives If,it h'ad been 
armed. . .1, 
, He' dIdn't now whcre the mtne came 
from bijt sa d it may halll!',brbken ill 
moorin'S"!E '.!.loated jnto"th~ har~or 
'Jio traim a, ' 
-The mine' 'II be taken back to West 
Loch. he 53"i , , , 
Lieutenint. Junior, Gradel James P.:~ 
Clayton and Chltf Gunner): Mite John 
Dellagiaeom left Pier 1 with Police Pa~ 
trolman ni~ rd· ;J)ung in (rogmen's oul.-
(its to seoul he ohjec\.,,' , 
. Arter insJ> cling the qhJeet they inalr~ 
~cd it willi line and I tQwed It toward 
the San lsi. Co~st Guprd pier. 
: It was (~S (O,~nd npr the .reet: itoJlI: 
~
d lsla . -oRpo~lte ,tJ1e harbOr en-
ce , bu : thfi recedini current hid 
t ken It'int the entrance loonilter It.i 
discovery. ' 
SJDPIDELi\TrS!SAILlNG' 
n\~ first I$hln I!rr""f"~ hv n ... iIt,"rhrir 
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~ive:rs $~ Ivagi¢ . 
. Ancie:nt! Can~on· 
, ! ,., .:' I 
1'hree Ho Q1'ulatts diving' search assistant in th~ni­
I r ,fish qH 1;toni~Ulq Har·' !versity's ,civ!l engine. ing 
-b r i Augus 101. Iscovc:ed departme,nt. :said th ca;n. 
; 3 ,qUi C non'! t ~y, thmk nOll. we 1 g h s abo Ii r '600 
I ,¥113,V come Cr, ,m a Rus- p.o,unds., I ' $ a , hi ; ,1' • It is encrusted With coral 'h 3nnonJIS Relleved.to and marind grow,th. 
b mqre than lQO years ('lei. T ?? f ;,' " . 
I The men..:... !Lee Sievers, .~le ~~. oot ~l1mp:ln Lm-
J y /Sherlqck and Frank De ,?3" owned ,by SIevers. towed 
I ha - said they Iwere diy- 1t m to the ler. i 
, g ,about a hundred yards "\\{e've ad a rO:Jple of 
I, I a/Diamond H~a~, direction offers fo,r t~,e canno,n," pe 
( om the, cqanflie e~lrance Luna: sa • ,but \\I: re, ~.Ol 
hen Lee sa,w t~e I~~nnon in sure W?~t we ~1 do \y:lth It. " 
teet or, wa.ter.; , , 
.They, tried to raise:U then 
l) t· couldn't and I waited a 
" eek befo~e .. brlnging it 
3' arc Saturday l1\orning at 
'sher-men's Wharf. 
Sh,erlock; I a crctIY me~ber 
oard the Nept9,(1cy I" U~' 
, rsjtr of ,Hawaxi! resear " 
lip. and De LUJlr.;a r~-
I! 
HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN, November 7, 1965 
EonuMe" j)ilY~ !JeW 
Tt,) J})~JrJ,s(jE~p'~o$IPe$ 
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W
i' ",~ d" , : i:I ' . '.!~ :', ';;;11' 
i 'II j}, i' "I~"! ,r,,: 
. I, n 1 I~,r ~ ,: L1,;i;, , "I " ' 'r" I II ,Iii, ~ ,I i,,;;ll,1 W~,\S~TlNG1'ON '(AP,)' 1'1~, 'hand t~li I~~e,\tt: .~ .. lllp ': 
:-;avy plans to d~tonat~ 8QO boats ,ir,9 !~n~u~l/l ' tar 
to 1',,000 ton, S of obsolFt* e~. tf.k\estril !;I"""II"i: 
plosives 4,000 fee~ deep n i --L-.. ", , '" 
the: PnciHc' tomQftow:\in a 
resumptiGn of itsl url4jrw -
Ii'r ,StislIlic rese~rch! pry>; 
gra/ll. thl' De(ense J>:qpa,t·, 
ment bas announcd!,1 ' 
The, explosion Ilvil1~;'l>e ta 
continpation,oCi iundr, .,at r· 
tests conducted by! tne tJa 'I 
in the! Atlantic 'last Y,t~r 0 
Hnprove methods' (orl dete,t-
In!! underground ,and! iunder-
water 'detonations. I ' 
Toniorrow'S test ~W pt" 
miles._o~: Ca~~ ~en­
Califorrua" ut,n,' g Old 
torpedG' I w ,~~,ea~s 
,cr obsolete onv~n­
ordnance. ' 
T)1Cll explosi\'es' v,~~I: p~ i 
sunk in the hull, of I '.n qld' 
World, \Var II Lib, erty~, shni',; 
the, SIS' Isaac, vanl anllt, i 
whiCh-,will be' towed {~ m thei 
Dangor, Washington Na~ali 
Ammunition Depot a scVt-11 
tied. 
~ismic stations I~' rpundi 
th~ world will bcn1r: tcd!to: 
monitor the hlast, th~: ir;stl to! 
h(' ,detonated off tHe wht: 
Co~st: ' 
The Pentagon said, 'the rx-
plo~ion will cau.~c nQ: notii:~­
il hip. !'{fecl on ililj<lCfClt 
('0;1 sl.11 Ml'ns. Littll' I '~urr;i<!e 
dlslurb~nr:(' is cxp~etpd: b~t 
~"~N\'. patrols will!' 'be inn - . __ -_ __ .,:....1" "--__ 
:I~i :s'i o~: I!~lll a1t 
: ~'I' ' ' " ' I I';' 'I' ,II ' i'I a~, ~'!~r,','~~iOU" I}I.' 6~51~1 e scii~J t' ~Ii~, ~JJ1IOSj~C~ 
otl. Qbsolete I a m\,l- . e belne I!~ to USr ff what i:j,~so~ingl' in!o 1 , e c:a1led ~, ;V~IJ~,"nif~~!JIi 
I: II II ' 'II i . I, I! 
!~:II!:1i ,'i i, i, ',1,1),,1 
1', im"mJiO~!'".O, " '! I I iI', I I, ~e~i~en .! : Ea;;1 'p ~Sl' .this 15u 1 meor I""" ,,',')Ih , ThF ','Frl,on I'has ~oIMt:iee IfOO?Uft~d 1fr e, chosed~: :,,:1 i 'd I 
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~~*i volume Idl*h:;uiged will i 
Sl1psequenQyllncrease to lev-
els even higtler!than those of 
ph~t years,t1!! Mrs.: I Mink 
~rlot('. 
l'iWhne sorq~:! study has 
00, n devoted ito ,the c, nviron-ri;\ ntal effe¢ I t. ;of this dis-
c~ tg~, it \~'I' 'conducted by 
agencleseod erned with the 
:rlt'p'motionof ~uclear energY, 
lan,a nuclear n~ra,l vessels. ' 
n would:: il~preciate your 
liP, tcstigation!l~fithis matter 
to I aspure comp~ete protec-
tion of the en}ri~onment and 
th~ he~lth of out people." 
~S. MI~'I also 'made 
Pl1blic: an! i llI-page [report 
~rbm th,e N~v~ which "dis-
el9sed it'is planning to spend 
$2~9.000 'to exp'an:d its ~' apaci-
~Y: for trea~ing! radi adUve 
wastes at P~arl Harb r.'The 
Navy "sai :Ith~ ttetm ot 
elimirlates fth~ I possib lit~ lof 
contalbinaliqn: or poll~ticfn of 
harbor waters. 
Mrsl Mink rotitted 0 t'thatl 
as of . astydr,i Na . ata 
~h~we raQida~Uve c bqlt. 
1V~ ,tect;ep~ver aj 0 lion, 
9~1 th : bottom I ot Pea lIar-
I><>r '\ Ji~ch i slic sai~ a 1 the 
s~on ,narg~s~:i ~UCh, r a of 
~ny vy shJpyafd: 
'iM~. reove~,satnplesl show'· 
ing c
1 
~l'ltjr, tete I take~ frol1l 
i ; f !! I; I' ~ 
TtlI' t pagc,A.181 Col. 3 
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BO~', earqr,cel',P,lHt a' d by'Ct: 'CmdrJ 
.' ift,has:j beeli 
, 'a J~~Ci3]1y. 
~ r~' ,', c,d l'cco!og'y " 1tli, barge has "an 
'e ~h 'winch to: mise 
r:'ge~ reckage or de-




I I I ' 
',N~VY divers yeSterday re- ; 
~overed a 1941-vititall:e. JaPr , 
anese-made bomb from the : 
ocean, floor. in Kaiaka Bay : 
about 1,OOO.feet off Waialua. 
, " , I',' " I: Lt: (j.g.). Steve P. Epper- i 
son.1 explosive ordnance of i 
peer who headeq. the divin~i 
team. ,said that the 209- 1 
pound bomb would not b~! 
~dentified until Yet.!rans atH 
~e i Navy ,ammunition-storf! 
'age: facility at IWest Loch I 
Jiook at it. i 'I' It 
!i The b.omb. app~rentlvl 
Iqropped m the Ja'Panese:at~ 
i,'tack, - on iPearl' ~a~b~r o~,'! 
ib}!c. 7. 1941. was discov~re':'l 
:Sunday by scuba diver, Da~' 
trdiW. F'iancis. Fraricis is a 
i submariner 'stationed at 
j!PearlHarbor, 1,': !~, ,.i; 
, I The bomb Will pe iiis-: 
posed of in an Army, dispost 
'aI.area, Epperson said, II, 
Epperson sala f:hat wahi~ 
awa police ha\i, requeste.a. 
that' a naval InVinl! Iteam 
check out the i?Omb reo0r1!-
Adv.rtl_ Art OtremN 
I , The t hr e'e ~ma '~'Nav,y 
: team was led to the area by' 
: F~ancis. After la25-minuV~ 
• search.. they' fOllnd the, 
ibomb in 70 feet of Iwatet 
A ~avy ~rdhance 'llxpert!, handles the bomb . gingerly. 
; Io~ged in eora1.1 :! : 
i The team nceded to brea ' 
, away the coral !j!rowth be-
fore attaching; floats to 'tlie' 
device to raise u:tothe sur-
fa:ce. ll. I" 
'Epperson. who has' ~n 
diving for unexPloded a~­
munition for more thli\n 
tJiree years, said. tl)at tbfs' 
was the first 1\Omb of its 
lOnd found near' Oahu "in 
lI}any years." • I:' 
i He said his team receiv~s 
abOut line call:a wefk itO. 
look for. report~i:t erPiosiV9 
devie~ ,but noted, "We'y~ 
never found one ,of these be-
[ore. UsuaUy wo' (lnd 0*-
gen batUes and the like. aut 
we always look:" 
** 1I0NOLULU ADVERTISER ,Thursday~ March'31 ,: l!riT 
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'Bomb found. at Pe'arl 
, ' 
A v~~Y"large and appirently old 8'omb v.:,cis dis-
covered Yesterday on Ford Island by construction 
workers, according to Navy spokesmen. 
'Workers- for th~ Las ,Vegas firm of Maitland 
Brothers were digging a ltrerch fur a sewage' pipe 
. when they came across a projectile buried about 5 
feet'Qown and about ,75 feet rrym the shoreiine. '" 
The' projectile; (ound ~ncrusted' and showing 
signs or age, was ; described by', being 12 inches 
across: and 42 inc,hes,long;' • ' 
A Navy ordnance'disposal team, and SOin~ 0(, the 
workers removed, the bomb from its resting site 
on the, ,Diamond' Head side of Ford ISland near 
Fox.IPler: ' ' . 
. The Navs said the bomb was laken to~n undis-
closed location on the island br the night and will 
be studied Uiis morning by experts. who will. try 
to determine its otii,in., and w~s to ~i~pose of i\, 
Officials last night were ronsidering the possi-
bility. that the projectile may date bac.k to the 
Pearl Harbor attack in ,1941, but they could not 
decide if it is from the bi~ guns 9f'the defending 
American ships 'or from the', "attacking, J ap, 
. planes that carried 12-to 16-inch bombs . . ~ .. . ' , 
HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN, 
June 9, 1977 
-k-OUMMY=Jadc-Hufter+~~xpl~po5Ol­
Unit inspects a 2,boo:pou(ldlbomb which was removed from a constr~­
tion site yesterday afte.rnoon~ The-W~rld War II bothb, fill~' with .sand, 
apparently was used for p"qC'lil=e, purposes. -Slar·Bulleltn Photo by 
Craig T, ~_oiirna. ' 
Construction' Workers 
:Find a -etlmmy 8'omb' 
By Joy Hortwell AT MAKUA. THE_squad aUached 
Star'BuL\~tj,! IVntu . an explosive charge to the bomb, 
"They (ired a shot charge inlO it 
The fear was real: luckily the and withdrew a sample. and it turn, 
bombwtls nol. 'ed out 10 be sand," Richard Ro-
A 2,CJOO.pound. World War II bomb throck. a Navy spoke$m;\n. said. 
disoovered-yesterda.)'-morning- al· a The' bomb was apparently a Type •. 
construction site near'Pe:>rl BarboI' M service bomb usedjn.traininll for 
brougbt some excite.ment'into the the Army' Air' Forces durin!! World 
live.t-of-the--cnn.sLruotio,!-;~ol'ker·~W:rt'f.II. "-,-_---
who' [OUM it. tne' Navy Itoril'b squad The constrUction site. owned by 
who moved it and HonOlulu police,: Queeh's, Hospital and being de-
men who escorte~ what turned out to veloped into an industrial park, was 
_~_!!.'U.!lc.rt practice bomb filled w,iHt_..lorme.dJt..8 can" ficld;:.:whiclwitas....in:... 
_sand. ___ ._ .,--- - " --,·- .. --tb.~mtlht-path-of-thC--4irstrip at 
D~covered at 9:30 o.m .. Ihe bomb Hiclr.am AiT.FoTce_Bose ... _ .. _. __ . 
was not moved until 6 p.m.- when a Navy oericials speculated t.\iat:the 
nl!arby school clo~r" for tl>(' dllY, bomb may bave bo.-cn drnp",,'" froln 
Thl! I>nmh disl' .. ~nl >1)""" ".ok I h., " disabled plane which n .. w Oycr the 
bomb,to thl! Army's Mnkua nnnce caneficld while coming in to land at 
near l\Iakllha under 'polire escort. llicum, 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
June 19, 1982 
Itl Waters O,ff Park Near Kahuku 
, . ,," 
More Olif Bomb's Detonqted 
By Harold Morse ' 
Slar.Bulll'hn Wriln 
NjlVV mE'n blew up six' or el~ht 
more World War II bombs Yl.'St,er· , 
day in walers orr Malaek"hana 
Slate'" R('('reation Area near Kahu-
'ku as nt-ws cameras recorded thE' 
geysE'r,like displays including 
somt'doubleblasls, ' 
The Na\'y 51'1 oul to foxplode a 
IOlal of II bombs yeslerday, bUI 
not-a-ll -went' orr: or four other' 
• bombs founG IhE're last' week. 
Ihree were dl'tonaled on June 10 
and on€' was found to be a prac-
tice bomb.' , 
--'fIrPo-Navy' c9ntinuel! checkinlZ 
Ihe area .ner ~'E'Sterday's explo· 
SiOM and warned divers' and 
·swimmt'rs. to report but· not tl} 
-Tourlr" bom bs:-the~~ may-"spor'ln' 
Ih..- ar('a. 
MeanwhilE', Kenl Warshauer. a 
,mTn ,:,,:ho sayslie''''!s writing a, 
fiOiiIfallOut tbe impact of military 
OrI'I'iilfnce' .herE' in World War II, 
~lig!\i on' how Ihe bomb~ got tliPr€'.' " -- ',' ... ' " 
-'Sma'II' islands offshorE' from 
~tala€'kahana, were used for tar· 
I!et practice' during and after' 
-Wer-ld-War-IIr-Warfhauer-said~ 
lie r€'fE'rr€'d to a 1945' newspaper 
stor~' as evidence which was veri· any of Ihese islands. according t(l 
lied by a check of newspaper mi· Gen. Pafker. . 
crofilm files. .. . "He' pointed out that since V.J 
LI. Cmdr. ,Heinz Mauer~ com: Day many swimmers had visited 
mander of Explosive Ordnance the islands and in doing so h.d 
Disposal Mobilt' Unit 1. said after' greatly endangered their lives-. 
yesterday'-s detonations, there The area is subject to bOmbing 
s€'rm('d 10 have been six hillh. and gunncry acUan- at all- limes 
order explosions. one possible, and withoul notkc.and-dlliClpll., 
, "Iow·order" 'and 'at least two: nary a('llon will be taken against 
bomhs tl\~t dldriol explode. , all vlnlalors~ the general ,said. 
"THERE WERE, 11 item$.""TIIJ:: ISLANDS are locatl'd M· 
~rau('r ,said. adding that nine 1~·c€'n_.Makahoa and Laniloa 
separate limed.charges werc' rig· r.olnls.",' 
):!rd up to detonate Ihe bombs. Laniloa Poinl is also known as 
BE'cause $ome bombs were close Lai(' Point. , 
lo~ether .. some "'t're rillged to ex- The stale Department of 'Land 
ploae ,simultaneously, . Hr'"a'rrd -:lmr-Natul'at-R~ources' gave-the, 
other Navy officers pointed out, Navy permission 10' explode the, 
His· men .. were..IlQIng hack ou't. ,bomhs found ,recently. , 
'aboUt' 1:2()'n'ard~' ofbhor'i! near 'j ~ne--e~ploifed~eslerday-was· 
small !sland. 10 set new' charges said 10 he a 750-pound, bomb. 
onlWo 5O()..pnund bomb$ that did. Nine more of the 11 bom'bs set 
n'j ('xplndt" and 10 reSet a cliarge (Or dt'mollllon yesterday were 
01\' Ihe pO$sible "Iow-order", bomb, 500-pounder.c, and. fne was a ~ 
Mauer ~aid, pound homh. Ihe Navy said. ' 
At th(' SCE'nt'. Lt. Cmdl'. Terry . Swimmers. surfers, and dfvf.'rs 
Bril!l!s. ex('Cutlve officer of the ~ ('re- kept PUI ,?f Ihl.'S,e waters 
mohil(' ,unit, said two of the y€'sler~ay.·., . 
homh~, app('ared, empty. with i.t. (mdt· Briggs did not,thlnk 
.holes rusl('d in, them: '", ' it would nl' dangerous to, enlf.'1" 
,",:You-eQuid $ee sea urchins In Ih(', waters ,Ihls weekend. But he 
onp." he !taid. advlsf.'d., sWimmers not to, 10,uch 
The. n('wspaper article Wa'r. anY'suspected,bombs Ihey might 
~hauer r('(€'rrl'd 10, appeared in (lOd. only .to n,ote tht" loca~ion as 
T..Ilf. Honolulu I\dverilsl'r 'Sunday, -, ('los~lf as possIble and, noufy au· 
s('rt. 9. 1945: headlined "Islands thontlE'S. . 
of OahuSliII'Belng Used as The ro,und or, bomb d!sco\·erll.'S 
.':fldmb'Targels." ' .... I)egan,w\th a ~lvll!andlvl'r. find·, 
- It h'ad a dal€'linc. "HEADQUAR. 109 one t"arlle,r thIS month near 
TEltS ARMY ,\lR FORCE-C:;. MID. the o((sltore Island. He notified 
Dtt: rACIF'le. lIickam ,Field." aUlhorllles. and ,addlHnnal .bombs 
wcr€' found upon Inve~ltlgallon. 
THE STORY sail', , 
, "Ma.j. C't'n, James E. Parleer. 
commandin!: Ill'neral; of Army 
,\ir Forr.eS. Middle' Pacittt:."warns 
all mi\itar~" p!'rsonnel and civil· 
ians that: despite the ead or the-
war, I hI:' I!rou p of small 'Islands 
hrtwe('n Kahuku 'and La/e. OahU, 
J'rE' , Mill' in us!' as, bombing and 
, /:!unnery lar~els. , 
"Until rurlht'r notice no per· 
sons. und<'r any c/rcun\slancE'll • 
. wili· h,e permillt'd 10 1:0 ashore on 
HONOLULU ADVERTISER, May 3, 1991 
P-earl H¥b-or:_yi~ld$ WWII- torpedo 
. ESJLCjUJJiL'-i 
KtIOH-TV pIIoIo 
The torpedo sita on thIS~e. aw~iUng a trip to sea, where it wiD 
be blown up wI!:h explosIVes. . '. 
By Thomas Kasel" 
. Advcntscr Staff Writer 
-.1\ JHl.!!..n~sc .atti.aj riX[Pl'dO (hot was' probably dropped 
duriri~Pfitl:}far .r Httack~ nearly GO years ago was 
. __ dredged u~ n.~a.r ~rd Island yeste.rdaymorningbya 
prlvilt:i! td tractor omg work" for the Na vy. . 
The torpedp, containing about 600 pounds of higtL!,'~­
plOSjVt. appeared in a scoopful o£ muck that had been 
broug t up a few hundretJ yards makai of the USS Ari-
zona Memorial. near where two other ships - the Okla-
homa and the Maryland - wcre moorcd sidc-by-side 
the m9l'nlng of the Dec, 7. 1941, altack. ' 
The Oklahoma, which was oulboard. capsized. The 
Maryland. 'lI!.hich was inboard. did not receive "major 
damage. I • • 
After tPEt torpeqo was di~c.overed at about 9 a.m. yes~ 
tcrday, the harbor was closed to outside tour boalS. and 
naval ordnance experts were call.cd--to-the site., They. 
d~termlned ,the torpedo' has dEteriorated so much tnat 
_anY.iillempLto_ disarm it .and keep it fqr bistoric..-vaLuc_ F\ -~..:.~ . Ni' - .... - II-
would not be practical. '. - . .. I"" r:--:- .• ---" , 
. The torpedp.was on a barge in a'remot~ part of Pearl 
Harbor: ldt n.ight and will eventually be taken to ,sea. 
ScftToi'pedo. Pa,e A4 
T01;pedo: Pearl~H~tbor yields' WWII relic ! 
-- .... ---"--"-" . Of' all the ships SUnk at Pearl Harbor._ sian Gulf. . . I 
FROM PAGE: ONE the Oklahoma. was the most difficult to The Iowa~lasa batUeship, with its crew1 . , salvage .. Because it had capsized, It could of n;:Iore than 1.600. will leave Mogday. fo rigged. with· explosives .and blown up, said not be reflOated until it was rolled over its home port of Long Beach, eau£:.· • 
-Cmdr....JoeLKeer....public_aUiilr.s· officer with an elabgrate system'of wlnches'~d . The public is Invited to visit;,;.t'he 8bi;' 
ro~ Pearl Harbor. • Ca6Tes-;" . . ,_,. -lomorrow_lrDD\.nPOJtJQ.:4 j>.m~~-Visitor 
In the meanti~e. we'r~ treating it as AYter it was raised in 19,13, .It -was de:' Should. park their c,ars in. tho .NaV~'-BaS~ 
live ordnance. Old exploslves tend. to be termined to be useless and sold for scrap. Pass and LD. ·parklng 101.;: just-putslde .1h 
_ very unstable,· Keefer added, It sank while being. towClt· to the ~a1n- Nimitz Gate." . 
He said it has been ~a·loil lime" since. land In 1947. . The. Navy .will provl!ie .\'riutsportation 
an exp osive remnant 0 t e ear '.. >a:rrlv.-todar.-'J'he-;torped~o;-la:rId-group-tounnm.thnhip-at-:f1ea~rl' 
attack has been found; - .' not expected to affect, tho arrival at Pearl . Harbor's Bravo .Pier. Children' must be'a 
Keefer said there is no way of deter- Harbor at nOOn tOday of the' S87-foot bat- least 8 ears old to atle/ld; 
milling. whether tillt,torpedo. was meant ·tJesh~ USS Missouri, for a brief stopover . World War II ended when Japan s 
JOf.the.OklahomaoI.JJte.JtQ..ryJI!l'1!h.. alI.er a six-month deploymentln the Per- rendered a~d the "Big Mo" In 1945. 
. . . . '" '. -- . .' -
· KAHULUI.' Maul - Any recommendation In~uye s~d on the first ~int . 
that Kahoolawe be returned to the state with The second. he said. hinges on the definl~on 
all hazardous cmmance removed will meet re-' of ·haQltable .... If It means jUst restoring the i.it-
slBtance in Congress.-U.s.. Sen._Daniel, Inouye land for vegetation; It. may not be a problem.' 
said yesterday. ' But if It means restoring the'laland for people 
In a press' briefing on Maul,' InoUye said there to live safely, on It, he said, the cost of clearlpg 
are two major issues before the KahQo1awe Is- all ordnance max.be prohibitive. . 
land Conveyance Commission, 'l!Vhich llf holding "If it's deemed to mean' fullcl~g. we're 
heartrigs throughout the state. this month. ', . ., gOing to_ find' .the national government of,tp,e 
,One Issue is over future military.access to the United States resisting this.~ he said-OJ dOn t 
"target Island.~ The' ot!!.et:-is_~th.eJA<tuir.!!met:'t . think the Congress:will appropriate $1 billion to· 
:that~when ·KahOolaWe:Ju"et.urned::tli:lhELetate... ~cleau.he.Jsland.!. 
It must be restored to· a "haQitable condition." On another matter, Inouye said extending the 
"I .don't think the comml.ssion Will absolutely main runway at KahUlui AIrpOrt to 8,500' feet 
close Itsej'es' to the needs of. the, tnllitary ... ·_ could lead to. international flights'.· - . 
Honolulu Advertiser, May 23, 1991 
A torpedo's tale· 
- in time for 50th 
Jim Adams, an archaeology 
graduate student and Park Service 
·volunteer. examines the remains of 
a torpedo-that was' dropped Into 
Pearl Harbor by a Japanese 
warplane on Dec: 7," 1941. The 
torpedo was recently found in the 
hartlor bottom. The warheact"was 
detonated. What's left is the back 
half of the projectile. which was 
_ stiown publicly yesterday at the • 
Arizona Memorial 'VIsitor Center. 
-The1orpedo-will-be-displayed -there.. 
for the 50th anniversary 
observance of the Pearl Hartlor 
attack. 
,.- ~;SU' _ Mv.tti ..... phOto ~ C,rtVIti u 
'. 
~r 'Frtd.lJ, 0et.0ber III; ll1t2 • BIlDoIulII N:Mrtisfr · ". ~ '. , .
·lNavy cleaning up waste sites 
!pays its own way; follows EP A ,guidelines' · ' , 
lJy Jon Yoehiahige Include fcdr:!ral facilities on Its cation between agencies For example. the Navy, must 
;t.dwnisd Staff Writ.r list - the National Priorities throughout the investigation conduct Investlgationlfeasibllity 
~ , List - without actually having and, cleanup phases. and less- studies Within stx months. but 
: The U:S, Department of Dc- to pay for their cleanup, he ens.the likelihood the EPA Will those arc alrc.ady under way at 
'tense Will st,lI pay to assess said.' ' • step' in later and order the Na- most of the Pearl Harbor Sites. 
:and clean up potential hazard- The prlm~ry benefit to the vy to start over., said Clyde he ~d.. ' 
Jruswaste Sites on Navy land state - which asked the EPA Yokota, the Navy's regional OnE site the Navy Identified 
,tTl Hawaii despite the recent 'to include Pearl Harbor on its environmental program manag- as, possibly contaminated -
.nnouncement that fearl Hal'"' list - is having a say in the er, and under ronslderation by the 
~! was added to the EnVlron- cleanup Without having to , The EPA's administrator ulU- EPA - Is an old underground 
~e.'ntal PrOwction Agency's Su- share cleanup costs, said mately would be responsible fuel stora!te lot malta! of Far-
J1crfund hst. Navy and EPA Health Department spokes- for re.'sol\·ing any conflict over "inglon Highway between Lc<-
.fftc:ials· said. woman Jennifer Ihl' approprl:lle course of ac- 'ward Community College and 
: SupE'rfund Is another name Castleberry, Hon in cleaning up'a contami- Waipahu High Schoors athletic 
:or me.' rehenslve Envl- Being on the nated site, Hingerty said, field. ' 
Compen- list "assures the The Navy's plan - called On March 12. 1971. vandals 
1I011t-IllncH;olabUlty-/t.,tt"C11l3Ct- -cleanup-is done-thp'-lnstaflal\bn Restoration released 315,000 gallons of gas-
_ b~ .congress In It was accordmg to Su- Program - locuses on con tam- oline onto the rround. resulting 
1l\1' fll"!lt ft'deral law established pcrlund requIre- ination' from past hazardous in a pool 1- to 2-reet deep and 
Jo deal With the dangers posed ments 3.nc! that waste operations and !pUis, 150 feet in diameter. the Navy 
.ey the nation's hazardous thE' :lgmcles m- The nature andexte"nt of Na- said. 
~aste sites with an Initial ap- volved have an vy operations has Involved tox- About 10 to 15 percent 01 the 
,roprlaUon of $1,6 txllion. opportunity to Ic and hazardous material for 'gu was initially recovered.. but 
:: ·Unless there is a special ap. review and ap- decades, Including seemingly the rtlt. evaporated or percolat-
"ropriAtion. Superfund Itlelf is. prove cleanup hatmlns Bubstances like . motor ed Into the ground and the un-
aot usC'd to pay for remedial Yoleota pillns; Ander- oil, gasoline and dry-cleaning derlyln, rroundwater table, 
~ction at federal facilities." said son said. ,solvenL 'The Navy wu able to recov-
Micha('1 Hingerty. EPA', assts- The EPA Will E'nler :t three- Thele materials. If released er about half the 'PUI With re-
t3.nt regional counsel in San way ,agrtl('m~t with the reder- into the environment. could covery wells and I 600-loot 
'i'rancis('o., ai, department responsible ror lead to significant damage of trench to IntCf'eC!pl ,U noatlng 
:; But that dOf'sn t mean the 30 the site - in this case the N3.- Important natural resource.,s. Qn the water table. . 
:lSltI'S wltflln the naval compl('x. \-y ,- and the·,state. and then that people and nature depend Since then. the two storage 
~Itially Idrntificd as potential provide "appllOpriate C'n"ifon- on. tanks have been emptied of 
,~urccs of h.1Z<lrdous waste will mental overlright." Hingerty The Navy's plan mirrors the gas and abandoned. and further 
"ot be ('leaned up under thl: said. . EPA's In many ways. Singley tellts of fu~ contamination 
'J=PA's stringent gw~lint.'S, That allo"'" more communi- said, have been cond~ted. 
• Sin('e 1980: the Navy has 
:'scd Its own prorram to identi-
zY, assf'SS 3.nd ck'On up or ('on-
trol contaminaUon·. from pan 
.hazardous waste di8posa.I' opera-
,lions and spills .... Navy and 
--:-~2 :mTIl"'"Corpr.zcttTl:ies;-s:mrLr. 
.Cmdr, John Singley. spokesm:ln 
,for Pearl Harbor Naval Base . 
..:... Some of the problem sites 
~idE'ntlfied by the Na,'y include 
:unlined landfills. pesticide dis-
(POSal . pits; PCB disposal areas, 
,waste oil facilities And leaking 
:undcrground solvent tanks. the 
'EPA said. 
- The Itate Department of 
:lh,'alth said none or the hazard-
,OU!! materials pose 'an Imm<'di-
'.ate health threat or threaten 
-:.drlhkln',-water-SoufCn, 
,The groundwater :J.round 
'Pearl Harbor Is brackish and 
Tlot suitable for drinking, Navy 
'officials satd. . 
: 'Furthermore, the Health Dc-
1l'1rtmcnt is not aware of any 
cht'mical contamination prob-
"lemll assoclat~lth fish or 
:shC'lIflsh from Pl.'arl Harbor. 
~ald Bruct' Andl.'r5on, thl' n('" 
.]'lIlrtmt>nt's deputy nlfl'C'tor ror 
:~'n\"ronmt'ntal h('alth, 
The S.wy and ~PA ('1C':Inup 
,program!'! h .. n'e their own 
:sourrt' of f\lnd~ ;ll"l"roprtatN\ by 
-COnRl"t'~!'!. Thl' Navy Slud It us' 
~'S Dl.'fen~e Dt'partment funds 
irom its Dl.'ff'nse t:n "Ironmen' 
tal Restoration Account, 
, "But In many otht'r rl'!lJX'Ct.~, 
(contaminat<'d sites under cac-h 
proRTam) :lrl' trc-atNl In much 
'thl' same way,- Ihnltl'rty said, 
, \Vhc'n Sup('rfund w .. s frau' 
'lhnn7.('d anti amt'n,I",1 In 19116 . 
. Congn·S! ;,lIow"d th., EPA 10 
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~'Torpedot a current-sensing device 
A torpedCMIhaped device that phy Prof. Ro«er Lukas of the 
washed up on Kaaawa Beach University ol Hawali-Manoa,. 
Tuesday bas been identified as they detennined it was used 
·ocean-current-sensing ~equip· for sensing ocean currents., he 
.ment. said Lt. Cmdr. John Sin- said.; . 
gIey, a public affairs officer at Singley said it:s unknown 
the Pearl Harbor Naval Base. 
Singley said yesterday that wher:e the device came from, 
Navy explosive disposal ex- butht it appeafed t;o have been in 
perts opened the device and e water for qwte some time. 
founaelectncaI-OptlCareqWp- .Navy-expl081ves~experts­
ment inside. hauled the device away from 
With the help of oceanogra- the beach Tuesday. 
WasfelsNtlf i :n!' !md}z~~rJl · 
, '.::' ,1.: t l'l ,rl, I' 
" The Navy:denied ~'e!!ter. Slt,4tCle~n',' :t~lcr. eate ~',.~alth' t~~,t WiU1·int~reiled)'g,ov~tn. 
day that· there is a ealtH had.r~. e !report said. ment agencIes I cbncer~ed 
danger from the disch rge ~r But, ,h 's: ~fuk point d out· with t\li~ -gene~al ~ubj~U' .! 
radioactive liquid was e into thlit U\ : :,1" 'diarge ofi 'dio-
Pearl Harbor, ' , Be 'vel i a test has d ubled 
Re~. P~tsy T .. MiI\k, aid ~n, be vet:~1 :l( I ;~nd! 196 ; and 
she IS deeply c~nc ned ere:! . Is lj!!,of dill large 
ubOllt the jncl'ease 10 tl e vbl~ {rol ' e' r re 'ctod: 
ume of the wuste dum d ~y I~ <i' 't 'r;1) <> r ol~tialSI 
the Navy. !whb q k:Cd~' f r, co' 'ent, 
The presence of r;!~ioa'C"ob' ned!,a :; n,temen~ rom 
tive deposits aronod p~, rs bot, I ,INaI.' Q ~,'ci ' 'dlin \Va bing-
Pearl Harbor was re eal~d' toni, t ~j' : 
by a congl'essionul co 1m t·' .1, lq ) a\~' 't C'O~tr'Uing 
tee on atomic energy n Id Ie., SUI ytS. nd I 'tIdies 10 I this 
portell in the Star-Bull in n: mal ~~, 'neli d there is no. 
MaI'cll, l~. .. i~ I 'h~~lth ' ar as, a ~e ult or 
The radlOacltvlty f l1iotrn~lol "'l a~,. 'ischargc ! ~nto 
Pe' I n' !bor . 
",' u u' I '~mrll die' N3vy 
re Wrt ,ie','II, "as 'dis' S, sed 
in ~ec ~l ';l to . lulu, n vsph-
pe ~:' ' ~les~. "Plioe ~res 
us 'tl he! ~vy' to1htrol 
ra ioa;i !ty I' '6nt
1
l( .\ Na· 
V' ~' J a~ ~\'e ed ,ships 
ar .t tesup;rt fa ilities i 
at , ,f r ive1ln prqt Hingi 
tit ~II "heal 1 PUd saf~ty C the! 
g ~~~~ lefh1;!ltieslin~'ijash": 
'lng~ nJ Ive, b en ipl. tol1~h 
art~ aI;, ti u ng mle con-
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United States Navy Pacific Fleet 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal/Mine Warfare 
LCDR Gary Rossi, USN. 
Telephone inquiry with follow-up calls. 
Availability of historical ordnance records, 
particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. 
No records were available. Received sections 
of LCDR Rossi's thesis regarding ammunition 
disposal techniques. 
United States Navy Pacific Fleet 
Public Affairs Officer 
LCDR Betsy Bird, USN. 
Two telephone inquiries. 
Availability of historical ordnance records, 
particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. 
Recommendations of other commands to 
contact. 
Looked through base Public Affairs Office files. 
Referred to Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
Detachment, Pearl Harbor. 
United States Navy Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal Detachment, Pearl Harbor 
Officer-in-Charge 
LT David Donovan, USN. 
Referral by both LCDR Rossi (CINCPACFLT) 
and LT Nahoopii (OIC Kahoolawe) leading to 
multiple phone conversations. 
Availability of historical ordnance disposal 
records, particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. 
The Detachment only retains recent operational 
data, not historical data. It was noted that the 
EOD Detachment usually deals with singular 
finds of ordnance creating a hazard, not the 
mass disposal of significant quantities. 






















United States Naval Historical Center, 
Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC. 
Director, Naval Historical Center, Acting 
Mr. William D. Vance 
Telephone inquiries on May 2 and 17, 1995 and 
one letter. 
Availability of historical ordnance records, 
particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. Requested 
Command History and daily logs relating to the 
FN Irene Kay recovering ordnance while 
conducting the Environmental Surveys of Deep 
Ocean Dredsed Spoil Disposal Sites in Hawaii. 
Received Command History report containing 
general information of the EOD Detachment 
and summary data for November 1976, but the 
Command History had no specific mention of 
the survey incident 
National Archives, Pacific Region, San Bruno, 
CA. 
Archivist 
Mr. Bill Green. 
Phone inquiries and letter. 
Availability of historical ordnance records, 
particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. 
Received some general information of minimal 
usefulness. 
United States Naval Magazine, Lualualai, HI 
Executive Officer 
LCDR Lucas, USN. 
Multiple telephone inquiries with follow-up 
calls. 
Availability of historical ordnance records, 
particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. Request 
that some ·old-timers" still on the staff be 
consulted. Availability of data concerning the 
"weekly barge" discussed by Commodore Nailer. 
No historical data of that period is maintained 
at the naval magazine. Discussions with older 





























United States Army Pacific Command 
Director, Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
(formerly Central Ammunition Management 
Office, Pacific (CAMOPAC» 
Major Kiefer, USA. 
Telephone inquiry with follow-up call. 
Availability of U.S. Army EOD ordnance 
records, particularly with emphasis on WW II. 
No records available. Referral to U.S. Army 
Pacific Command Historian and U.S. Army 
Historical Center. 
United States Army Pacific Command 
Chief Historian 
Dr. Laird. 
Telephone inquiry with follow-up call. 
Availability of historical ordnance records, 
particularly concerning 1940 - 1975. 
None. Referred to National Archives. 
United States Army Historical Center, Carlisle 
Barracks, P A. 
Historian. 
Ms Louise Arnold-Friend. 
Phone conversations and fax. 
Availability of historical ordnance records for 
the Island of Oahu near Pearl Harbor, 
particularly concerning 1940-1975. 
No applicable records on file. 
United States Army Explosive Ordnance 
Technical Center, Indian Head. MD. 
Records Keeper. 
Ms. Ann Cashin. 
Phone conversations. 
Availability of historical records concerning 
Pearl Harbor ordnance, particularly during 
1940-1975. 
No records of interest on file. 
OTHER INTERVIEWS 
1. 
Arizona Memorial, National Park Service 
Title: Park Historian, Submerged Cultural Resources. 
Name of Person Contacted: Daniel Martinez. 
Contact Method: Meeting. 
Questioned Concerning: Availability of historical records concerning 




LT Michael K. Nahoopii, USNR 




Dates of interview: 
Method of interview: 
No records of interest on file. 
Mr. Michael Nahoopi'i 
Mr. Nahoopi'i currently lives in Honolulu, 
Hawaii. 
May 1, 1995. 
Personal. 
Background Summary: Mr. Nahoopi'i recently resigned from active naval service 
as the Officer-in-Charge of the on-site Kahoolawe ordnance clean-up operations 
during 1993 and 1994. 
L T Nahoopi'i was assigned to the U.S. Navy Civil Engineering Corps while 
working on Kahoolawe. During that time he met various contacts within the 
state's and military's EOD community. He recommended contacting the 
following individuals and organizations which possibly could provide more 
information: 
Commander Naval Surface Forces Pacific, San Diego, CA - Possible EOD 
records. 
(Records actually at National Archives, Pacific Region, San Bruno, CA.) 
Commander Naval Air Forces Pacific, San Diego, CA - Possible EOD records. 
(Records actually at National Archives, Pacific Region, San Bruno, CA.) 
Arizona Memorial 
(No substantive information. See ·Other Interview" #1.) 
Veteran's of Foreign Wars, Oahu Chapter, Honolulu, HI. 
(Contacted, received no substantive information.) 
Veteran's Administration, Honolulu, HI. 
(Contacted, received no substantive information.) 
LT Dave Donovan Officer-in-Charge 
U.S. Navy EOD Detachment, Pearl Harbor. 
(See -Interview" #3.) 
CAPT Tom Bernit Commanding Officer 
Naval Magazine Lualualai 
(See -Interview" #1 with LCDR Rossi.) 
We subsequently contacted all these individuals or their successors. LCDR Gary 
Rossi (Executive Officer at Naval Magazine Lualualai, as well as CINCP ACFL T 
staff officer) recommended that we call a Commodore Nailer, whose useful 




Dates of interview: 
Method of interview: 
Commodore R. Nailer, USN (Retired) 
Commodore Nailer currently lives in Aiea, Oahu, 
Hawaii. 
July 5, 1995. 
Telephone. 
Background Summary: Commodore Nailer was the first one-star naval Explosive 
Ordnance Disposal commander assigned to the Pacific Command. He served in 
that role during 1967-69, and again in 1972. 
One job of the naval EOD teams was to respond to ordnance sightings and 
destroy or defuse the ordnance discovered. The EOD teams were not involved in 
any large or small-scale ordnance dumping operations. As regards the study area 
in the deep ocean outside of Pearl Harbor, he recalls no incidents where his 
teams responded. 
Commodore Nailer also recalls a routine practice where a barge would be filled 
with ordnance (bombs and shells) at Naval Magazine Lualualai and taken 
periodically out to sea for disposal over the side. This occurred during his 
assignment in 1967-69. He does not recall whether the practice continued during 
his second assignment in the 1970's. He presumes this "weekly barge" dumped its 
cargo in deep water off the leeward coast of Oahu. 
4. 
Mr. Byron Donaldson 
Mr. Norm Garon 
DEI, Donaldson Enterprises, Incorporated. 
45·1055 Kamehameha Highway, Suite 202 
Kaneohe, HI 96744. 
Bomb Disposal Services 
Interview Report: 
Residence: 
Dates of interview: 
Method of interview: 
Mr. Byron Donaldson 
Mr. Donaldson currently lives in Kaneohe, Hawaii. 
Various during the period October 1994· July 1995. 
Personal and telephone. 
Background Summary: Mr. Donaldson is a retired U.S. Marine ordnance expert 
who established Donaldson Enterprises Incorporated, a local ordnance disposal 
company. DEI was contracted to identify specific items recorded during UH 
Environmental Center surveys. 
Mr. Donaldson recalls hearsay information about large amounts of ordnance and 
equipment being disposed of at sea, off Oahu, immediately following World War 
II. This disposal was termed "Operation Roundup" and occurred during the six 
months after the war ended. He explained that since WW II draftee's terms 
would expire six-months after V·J day on 2 September 1945, and the war ended 
more suddenly than expected, a very rapid clean-up operation occurred. 
Common practice at the time was to dispose of excess ammunition by dumping it 
at sea. 
·"·No mention was found of ·Operation Roundup" in the Honolulu newspaper 
files. 
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Figure 8. Areas covered by all side scan sonar mosaics taken in the 
vicinity of the FUDS Study Site 3 (H09HI0466) 










FORMERLY USED DEFENSE SITE: 
NO. H09HI0466 
R/V KILA NOVEMBER 16, 1994 
EG&G OF . 1000 SIDE SCAN S( 
GEODAS PROCESSING 
SHOWN WITHOUT LAYBACK 
APPENDIX B 
VIDEO IMAGES OF ORDNANCE 
AND 
VOICE TRANSCRIPTS 
FUOS/FOCUS VideolOrdnance Locations I I I 
Site 3 i , 
I 
Item No. Oescription Longitude Latitude 
(157deg) (21 deg) 
1 'Oepth Charge, Torpex. I 58 16 
2 Naval Projectile, 8" to 16". I 58 I 16 I 
3 Projectile, Possible 4Omm. i 58 16 I 
4 Oepth Charge, Amatol Filler. ! 58 ! 16 
5 Projectile, 8" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. I 58 I 16 
6 Naval ArtIllery Shell 8" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. 58 I 16 
7 Naval Artillery Shell 3" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
8 Naval Artillery Shell, Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
9 i Naval Artillery Shell, Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
10 i MK 50 Mech Time Fuse, Black Powder Filler. 54.7 16.4 
11 Depth Charge, Torpex. 54.7 16.4 
12 IMine. 54.7 16.4 
13 Projectile, 8" to 16". 54.7 16.4 
14 Naval ArtIllery Shell 8" to 16", Explosive "0" Filler. 54.7 16.4 
15 MK 50 Mech Time Fuse, Black Powder Filler. 54.7 16.4 
16 Projectile Shape w/Oeposits of Residue in General Area. 56.34 15.51 
17 Projectile. 56.02 15.43 
18 Cylinder with Fin Configuration. 55.91 14.99 
19 Flat Circular Plate or Base of Projectile. 55.43 15.37 
20 Projectile. 55.14 16.05 
21 BombJ100-250 lb.). Configuration Suggests Chemical. 56.33 16.09 
22 Small Arms Ammunition. 54.68 16.03 
23 3" Cartridge Case and Round. 54.68 15.21 
24 Projectile, Possibly 8". 54.64 I 15.25 
Table 1. Location and description of ordnance video taped during 


































Item 4. Depth Charge, Amatol Filler. 
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Item 16. Projectile Shape 
with Deposits of Residue in General Area. 
Item 17. Projectile. 
Item 18. Cylinder with Fin Configuration. 
Item 19. Flat Circular Plate or Base of Projectile. 
Item 20. Projectile. 
Item 21. Bomb (100-250 lb.). 
Configuration Suggests Chemical. 
Item 22. Small Arms Ammunition. 
--.... : :...:. - .:;, . 
':-': .. 
" . 
Item 23. 3" Cartridge Case and Round. 
Item 24. Projectile, Possibly 8". 
HURL Dive Voice Transcripts 














We're right over it, a bomb. 
That looks like a shell out of a battleship, one of those big 
16-inch, boy that'll make a big bang. 
What's the depth charge? 
They rolled them right off of something because they're 
nicely spaced. 
Could be, because it looks like those two rings would lay in a 
track. 
And roll right off the back of the destroyer. 
But normally what they had was just a regular .... 
Early in the war it's hard to say what they had. 
There's another one of them warheads. 
There's a shell .... 
There's a big shell .... 
There's a bomb with the shell next to it 
Either we're right back on the bomb road or there are 
literally bombs every few feet down here. 
(See PhotOs 36 and 40) 
Larkin: There's a bullet, look at the size of that shell. 
Carter: Something straight out, a shell looks like. 
(See Photo 42) 
Carter: Here's the shell right here. 
Carter: There's a big 16 inch shell, it looks like it's used. 
Carter: There's a bomb, depth charge. 










It's a bomb with a Chaunax on it. 
... probably mustard dust bombs or something that they 
brought out here to get rid of. 
I'm really surprised too. I think the areas we dived up closer 
had a lot more junk:, not so much airplanes as bombs. 
That's a hedgehog, it launches like a rocket out of a 
launcher. 
The same shell. 
Or is it a front of a torpedo? 
Nah, 16 incher. 
That's a 16 inch shell, I know it's from a battleship. Big stuff. 
Under a 16 inch shell too. 
82-87. Makali'i. May 3. 1982 210 16.3' N. Lat. IS? 54.8' W. Long. 




(See Photo 30) 
Bartko: 
(See Photo 41) 
Dollar: 
Take a look at that You can see· down there. It's a nose 
cone from a projectile . 
... That's pretty clear the way it's just sitting there. It's really 
interesting how these little old objects that have obviously 
been down here for a long time aren't covered at all .... 
... Some of those big heavy objects look like some of those 
mines. 
Steel objects of some kind, projectiles, pointed on one end. 
Whole pile of them .. .looks like torpedoes. Some of them 3 
feet long, about four of them laying on top of one another. 
Quick Look Report 82-82. Makali'i. April 23. 1982. 21° 16.7' N/157° 56.7' W. 
"Also many debris items (such as depth charges) were sitting in depressions, 
suggesting that strong currents may be causing large or heavy rocks/obstacles to 
settle:' 
"A considerable amount of trash, debris, discarded munitions, and cable litter the 
bottom in all areas." 
"Unexploded munitions are also scattered over much of the bottom." 
"Most common debris: boxes, cables, coffee cups, plastic sheets, pipe, munitions, 
machinery, wire, battle helmets .... " 

